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Richard Arsenault:
Champion of AM Radio

INSIDE
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•All STL paths are not created equal.
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He Has Pushed for Regulatory Changes,

•James O'Neal explores the evolution of
transmitter power supplies. — Page 22

Though Success Hasn't Been All He'd Hoped
BY RANDY J. STINE
FORTESCUE,
N.J. — Richard
Arsenault knows AM radio is slipping
in popularity as media consumption

INEWSMAKER
fragments. He believes it's amatter of
time before more small-market AM

broadcasters meet their financial doom
during challenging economic times.
That's why the consultant and former
AM station owner in 2010 asked the
FCC to consider two petitions for rulemaking: one to allow apower boost for
AM licensees, another to allow for AMs
to begin pre-sunrise service earlier. The
FCC rejected the power increase idea.
citing interference concerns. It has yet

STUDIO SESSIONS
•KUNV in Las Vegas hits the facility
jackpot.— Page 26

Government Should
Foster Change,

GM JOURNAL

CE Leader Believes

•Lapidu. says it's time to take the
marketing of HD Radio to the next
evel. — Page 30

Richard
Arsenault, right,
is shown on a
job with Terry
Dalton of Stellar
Communications.

ca sees what it can do with
.
ow-power AM. — Page 32

to act on the pre-sunrise service request.
The proposals drew new attention to
Arsenault and positioned him as something of an advocate for downtrodden
stations, particularly AMs.
"Due to the exponential growth in
competitive digital technologies and the
ever-increasing interference from those
devices, AM radio needs all the help it
(continued on page 6)
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Shapiro Takes
His Plan to the
Book Circuit

BY LESLIE ST1MSON
WASHINGTON — Gary Shapiro is
a first-tink author who says the U.S.
economy is going in the wrong direction. Asked why he decided to write a
book, the long-time president/CEO of
the Consumer Electronics Association
replied: "We elect politicians to make
tough decisions and they're not making
them. I'm pretty distressed about it. It's
going to affect our kids."
His book "The Comeback: How
Innovation Will Restore the American
Dream" was released by Beaufort
Books in January.
tconnnued on nage 3)
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26,806 products in
stock at press time!

Gary Shapiro's book went on sale in January.
CES convention attendees got first crack.

(continued from page 1)
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Shapiro believes the U.S. economy has
U.S. science and tech companies founded from
"taken a horrible turn" since 9/11 and that a s liaait
1995 to 2005, the chief executive or lead techhe provides ablueprint to help the economy
nologist was foreign-born; of those, 52 percent
recover and reestablish the United States as a
came here as university students.
world leader.
Shapiro said that the same study found there
"The U.S. economy has a very challenged
are more skilled workers waiting for aU.S. visa
future based on government policies. The only
than can be admitted under current law, which,
way we can get out of it is to change the policies
according to the study, allows about 120,000
How
u‘111011 ¡ U Restore
and focus on innovation," he said in an interview.
available visas a year, with no more than 7
The American Dream
He said innovation creates jobs, markets and
percent allocated to immigrants from any one
sa
country.
new industries, but requires attracting the best and
GARY SHAPIRO
FOREWORD BE MARK CUBAN
brightest students, as well as investment in the free
After Sept. 11, 2001, Shapiro writes, "We
1111•11311111113111111111111103111tfflenelltil
market, free trade and the availability of capital.
pulled back the welcome mat and put up
11111M1121111111.1111111111111111MMIISSIIIII
The tightening of America's borders since
real and perceived barriers to the world's
mmmmmm
educated people who previously would have
2001 is not good for business, he says; denying
citizenship to top university students "is an insane
studied or created companies in America. Today, other nations
policy if the U.S. wants to keep pace with the rest of the develwelcome these students, entrepreneurs and engineers."
The next Bill Gates likely will come from India or China,
oping world. Most countries gladly take the engineers we don't
Shapiro predicts.
want," he writes, though Shapiro adds he is not advocating the
nation drop all immigration restrictions.
CUTTING '
UNTIL IT HURTS'
He would change apolicy that treats all foreign nations the
same in terms of visa quotas, and he would like to see aspecial
Among his suggestions for turning around the economy are
drastically cutting government spending "until it hurts" and
category created for bright and gifted students to obtain visas. He
restoring "sanity" to the country's fiscal policy. Lawmakers also
would adopt policies to encourage the best university students to
stay in the United States once they get their degrees.
must open American products to untapped markets worldwide
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He cites a 1999 University of California Berkeley finding
that engineers from China and India ran 24 percent of U.S.
technology business launched in the previous 18 years. Also, a
Kauffman Foundation study in 2009 found that, in aquarter of
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Shapiro, left, was presented with abuggy whip by Fred Jacobs
at the Jacobs Media Summit in Baltimore. Shapiro had been
quoted saying radio was acting like a " buggy whip" industry
by pushing for an FM chip requirement in cell phones. Jacobs
had responded in ablog headlined " Buggy Whip, My Ass!"

800-426-8434
by passing free trade agreements, according to Shapiro.
He says the country should stop penalizing investment in
startups by lowering corporate tax rates so that private venture
capital will again flow to U.S.-based companies; he says half of
that capital goes to foreign-based firms.
But government should not give any company, large or small,
afinancial bailout; he writes that efforts to rescue Chrysler and
GM "wasted billions in taxpayer funds and since their debt was
also wiped out, they have little incentive to invest. Lawmakers
should make sure business taxes are transparent and predictable, change the tax laws to favor investment over debt and our
country should make economics, business and entrepreneurism
studies compulsory."
Technological innovation isn't always easy because it "changes other industries, and not always in pleasant ways. In fact,
sometimes technological innovation destroys," Shapiro believes.
He mentions typewriter mechanics and travel agents as examples
of job categories that have largely fallen by the wayside because
of such changes.
Change threatens the status quo and old industries fight back,
he writes, using broadcasters as an example.
"Rather than adapting, the broadcasters often meet new competitive threats by lobbying government for more protection."
He describes broadcasters' drive to mandate an FM chip in cell
(continued on page 5)
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Nautel Seeks the Long-Term View
Conlon's Strategy Is to Address Radio's 'Three Significant Challenges'

FROM THE

EDITOR
Paul McLane

Equipment manufacturers are abellwether for the technical direction and
health of the radio broadcast business.
From time to time I like to check in.
This conversation is with Peter Conlon,
president and CEO of Nautel Ltd.
McLane: What are the biggest challenges facing radio broadcasters, and
what technologies is Nautel advocating
to address those needs?
Conlon: In our part of the business,
we believe that radio broadcasters face
three significant challenges right now.
First, there are fewer and fewer
young engineers getting into the radio
broadcast business. When you couple
that with CEs and other technical staff
leaving the industry, it points to atalent
crunch.
Second, this talent crunch is coming at avery awkward time. Broadcast
equipment, particularly in the digital
world, is becoming more complex. So
just as the talent pool is shrinking, the
job is getting tougher.
Finally, all broadcasters are facing
tight budgets; both capital and expense.
So it looks as if fewer people, with less
money, are going to have to do more
difficult jobs. Quite apicture.
We think it is essential for Nautel to
bring a whole array of technology to
address these needs. We need to continue to develop products that are reliable
and robust, with high levels of redundancy, and which are easy to install
and maintain. That way, we minimize
demands on an engineers' time.
We also need to simplify the move to
HD Radio with software offerings like
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HD PowerBoost, as well as rock-solid
hardware such as Importer Plus and, of
course, Orban Inside. The more connection points, cables and hard drives we
can eliminate, the easier the job gets.
Finally, our most important new
technological approach shows up as
our AU! — Advanced User Interface.
However, it's not just a user interface.
It actually embodies a control system
with measurement points and built-in
instrumentation that can be operated
from anywhere in the world, over the
Web. And, in the future, it means that
new, value-adding functionality can
be added to the transmitter simply by
downloading software, again, over the
Web. Engineers can diagnose a prob-

lem without the commute, and Nautel's
customer service engineers can assist,
all via IP.
McLane: Nautel calls itself a specialist
in high-power solid-state radio transmitters and RF amplifiers. Is that a
growth business?
Conlon: I think of the RF spectrum
much like oceanfront real estate. You
can't make any more of it, so the bit that
exists will always have ahigh intrinsic
value. Someone will always broadcast.
I believe our skills at designing
highly efficient, highly reliable, smallfootprint RF transmitters will allow us
to develop products that will be always
valued in that space. We've just begun

McLane: What is Nautel's annual revenue? Where do you anticipate growth
will come from?
Conlon: As a private company, we
don't publish our revenues. However,
I'm pleased to say that we continue to
be profitable, have doubled the size of
our business in just the past four years
and our new orders for 2010 were up 40
percent over last year. Our 200 employees are kept pretty busy.
We're excited about both the domestic and international markets right now.
For years, Nautel was awell-kept secret,
only for those in the know. Today,
Nautel is no secret; we've invested
heavily in our sales and marketing teams
and continue to do so, making sure that
we are considered in every project and
tender worldwide.
Now that the recovery is in motion,
we're hoping to see growth in all our
markets.
McLane: Nautel is an advocate of asymmetrical sidebands to allow increased
digital radio power. What lessons have
you learned from first adopters? When
do you expect full regulatory approval?
Conlon: We have to give the credit for
asymmetrical sidebands to our customers. They told us the challenges they
are facing, and we listened, and then
invested in R&D to help our customers
solve them. Nautel has always been an
engineering-led company, and a major
(continued on page 17)
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phones and other devices an "absurdity
that penalizes the innovation of the cell
phone with the antiquity of the FM radio
and antennae."
In contrast with broadcasters, Shapiro
says, the cable industry innovated when
satellite came along; he says cable survived because it expanded to embrace
the Internet and "quickly became the
broadband provider to most of America."
He cites Ford as an example of innovation because it has chosen to define
itself as a car technology company, "a
huge shift for them," with its Sync communications system; he also credits the
automaker for choosing not to take government funds like GM and Chrysler.
The author describes himself as a
pragmatist who pushes for government
to be less involved in business. He
believes his plan is common sense but
is likely to anger partisans of both the
main political parties. "Democrats argue
for more government spending and programs. Republicans argue for lower
taxes," he writes. "We are in a crisis,
and it won't be fixed simply by more
government spending or by cutting
taxes. Our best hope is for government
to foster innovation by creating afertile
ground for innovation to flourish."
The head of CEA has been involved
with consumer electronics for more than
30 years, beginning as a law student in
1979; he was part of agroup that represented VCR makers and retailers when
Hollywood studios sued them, claiming
the devices violated copyright laws and
that consumers should not be able to
record movies and TV programs. The
VCR makers prevailed and Shapiro went
to work for the association full-time.
Shapiro considers himself an independent. Asked if the book indicates
an interest in elected office, he replied
that he loves his job and can't think
of a better one in Washington; he said
his position involves an alignment of
what's good for the electronics industry.
what the CEA board supports and what
he believes in.

RADIO
Shapiro devoted one paragraph to
radio in his book, but his few comments
were in line with what he's been saying
lately about the industry.
At the Jacobs Media Summit in
December, Shapiro said NAB's push
for an FM chip mandate is misguided
and predicted it would fail. He said the
suggestion makes radio look old, weak
and ineffective, hence his comment that
radio was acting like a "buggy whip
industry."
The recent Congress was not interested in voting for amandate, he said; in
subsequent remarks to Radio World he

comment on Shapiro's remarks.
Asked how radio can innovate,
Shapiro said HD Radio " looks p-omising" despite its "chicken-and-egg" challenge. Car makers, he said, are embracing the technology.
Regarding increasing competition for
radio in the dash, Shapiro believes radio
remains dominant there but warns that
wireless capability is coming to cars,
built into the dash and in afterrnarket
products. Thousands of companies will
try to get audio content into the automobile, he said; these "clearly" are competitors" for radio.

predicted amandate would not pass during the new session of Congress either.
He has disputed broadcasters' argument that consumers need access to
radio stations on their devices in an
emergency because they can use their
phones. NAB has said cell networks
sometimes fail during emergencies.
Shapiro praised NAB President/CEO
Gordon Smith as "asavvy senator" who
brought up the FM chip issue as away
to divert performance rights legislation.
But this strategy, Shapiro said, "makes
radio look like it needs a government
handout." An NAB spokesman declined
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ARSENAULT

Cohen & Associates in Washington in 1982.
"That was where Igained valuable insight into radio
and television feasibility engineering studies and preparation of FCC applications. It's a very professional
organization and was agreat educational experience."
By the late 1980s and into the mid- 1990s Arsenault
was involved with many radio stations as chief or
contract engineer; by his count, at one point he was
in charge of engineering services at 14 stations. Then
in 1994 he took the opportunity to purchase one:
WREY(AM), the Millville station where he'd begun
his broadcast engineering career in 1974.
Arsenault eventually brought back its WMVB call
letters and performed just about every job inside the
radio building.
"It was aterrific experience. Iwas general manager,
sales manager, chief engineer, talk show host and more.
Ihave alot of respect for what aGM does. Ifind that
the technical side is easier."

(continued from page 1)

can get." Arsenault said.
DUAL CITIZEN
The 57-year-old now works as a broadcast radio
consultant specializing in acquisitions and broadcast
technologies. His namesake firm is avirtual clearinghouse for avariety of broadcast services, ranging from
FCC feasibility studies and preparation of commission
exhibits to hands-on studio construction and transmitter
installation.
"I find great satisfaction in finding creative costeffective solutions for many smaller AM, FM and
LPFM station operators. Unlike larger corporate stations, Ifrequently get to work directly with the station
owner and enjoy that personal friendly interaction,"
Arsenault said.
He was born in Montreal and moved to the United
States when he was 10, after his father took aposition
as a high school history teacher in Champlain, N.Y.
Arsenault, of French-Canadian descent, became anaturalized U.S. citizen in 1971. He holds dual citizenship;
under anewly revised naturalization law, Canada also
recognizes him as acitizen by birth.
His interest in broadcasting was demonstrated when
he built Part 15 transmitters as a youngster; he also
assembled studio equipment out of old parts and built
an amplifier for his electric guitar. "Iwas ripping radios
apart for parts."
Arsenault's first radio job was as adisc jockey at
WDVL(FM) in Vineland in southern New Jersey in
1972. His first big break in the broadcast engineering
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'AM radio needs all the help it can get,'
says engineering consultant and former
station owner Richard Arsenault.

business came several years later when WMVB(AM/
FM) in nearby Millville hired him as staff engineer.
In the early 1980s, Arsenault traveled to Beaumont,
Texas, to work for Lamar University as chief engineer for
KVLU(FM). He also worked as technologist for media
services for the College of Communications at Lamar.
Arsenault has his Bachelor of Science degree from the
University State of New York, now known as Excelsior
College. But he received an education of adifferent sort
when he joined the staff at the consulting firm of Jules

TRYING TO SURVIVE
Arsenault, amember of the Institute of Electrical &
Electronics Engineers ( IEEE) since 1982, sold the radio
station in 2000 to Quinn Broadcasting and has since
focused on his consulting business.
He is based in Fortesque, on the southern coast
of New Jersey along the shore of the Delaware Bay.
Arsenault works mostly with small and medium-sized
broadcasters along the eastern seaboard.
"I feel like Ican come in and really make a difference and be helpful to small broadcasters in many
ways. Many are just trying to survive in the world
today. The diversification of media has brought on an
onslaught of media choices," Arsenault said.
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"Many small broadcasters are struggling while some
are doing alittle better than imagined."
The kind of thing he notices when visiting smaller
broadcasters is lack of attention to the required public
inspection files, which often are incomplete. This can
lead to fines.
"It's pretty basic stuff usually. Igive (owners) technical advice on everything from maintaining EAS equipment to tower lighting issues. Iunderstand what alot of
broadcasters are facing today. They are easily distracted
from some of the simpler compliance issues because
they are so preoccupied on just surviving day to day."
Arsenault filed his petitions for rulemaking with
the FCC last summer to help broadcasters, specifically
AMs, through tough economic times. But the process
is challenging. "Today the FCC appears bogged down
in too much red tape to quickly make changes to help
some broadcasters."
AM suffers in part from increased electromagnetic
interference, one reason Arsenault advocates apower
increase. "What were once usable AM signals in areas
are now unusable signals in many areas. To increase the
ratio of the desired stations to the unwanted interference in theory seems to make sense, but the commission dismissed it. A resolution is not simple," he said.
He'd hoped for aten-fold daytime power increase, or at
least afour-fold hike.
He believes the FCC officially dismissed his power
increase petition before it was adequately publicized,
which minimized the number of comments filed by the
public. He concedes too that under his ten-fold proposal, it was unlikely that many small-market AM stations
would or could invest to upgrade unprofitable facilities.
His pre-sunrise proposal received anumber of com-

NEWS
ments, all " 100 percent in support of my petition," he
said.
Regarding other efforts to help AMs, he is underimpressed with the state of AM HD Radio. He decries
what he describes as hash and noise of nighttime AM
HD and says the format reduces coverage areas of stations significantly.
"The result, from trying to help AM, is actually hurting it," Arsenault said.
However, he sees the surge of AM stations using FM
translators to improve nighttime reach as agreat benefit. According to BIA/Kelsey's "Investing in Radio
Market Report," more than 400 AMs now are rebroadcasting on FM, which is about 8percent of AMs in the
country.
"Back in 1989 Ifiled apetition for rulemalcing to
allow AM stations to use FM translators. The FCC dismissed it without prejudice back then because it was a
bit premature, but it is helping many AM broadcasters
now," Arsenault said.
It was an NAB petition, filed in 2006 for crossservice translation, that finally gained FCC approval in
2009. The association lobbied hard for AMs to rebroadcast on FM translators, saying this change would
mitigate coverage problems and promote competition,
diversity and localism.
NEW BAND
Arsenault envisions anumber of low- and mediumpowered AM stations eventually migrating to a new
band created by extending the bottom of the FM dial
by 6or 12 MHz.
"If a plan were undertaken to move a portion of
existing AM stations into an expanded FM band or

radioworneom IRADIOWORLD

other new band, the remaining stations could easily
upgrade power ... to more effectively compete with
stations in the FM band.
"The whole concept reduces the number of AM stations, cleans up the AM band and fills it with solid signals making radio awhole lot healthier," he continued.
"I suspect down the road that if amajority of existing AM stations are relocated, the FCC might renegotiate with Canada, Mexico and other nations with
existing radio interference agreements to possibly open
up higher-powered AM domestic operations. Stations
could easily upgrade to 500,000 watts and profit from
covering multiple states."
Arsenault also has started aseries of free broadcast
career tests on his website (
www.radio-broadcastengineencom) that range in theme from radio sales and
marketing to general management and computers.
"Although these tests cannot replace the value
of certification available from professional broadcast
organizations, the tests have potentially unlimited use
to those in broadcasting and others potentially interested in radio or television. Someone might use the tests to
help them determine specific areas in broadcasting that
they might need to brush up on."
As for small broadcasters competing against all sorts
of new technologies, he remains optimistic about those
who continue to provide important local community
service.
"They will survive. Those stations that play primarily music and are not interwoven into the fabric of
their communities will likely feel the greatest impact.
The savvy broadcaster will fine-tune programming to
integrate elements that are beyond that what the various
digital music players can provide."
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NEWS
Selected content from Radio World's " The Leslie Report"
by News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson.

CAPTIONED RADIO
TO TAKE ANOTHER STEP
"Captioned radio" is about to take another step
forward.
Methods by which radio stations can transmit data
that displays as text on future analog FM as well as
digital radios are nearing approval as a recommendation by the International Telecommunication Union,
according to NPR Labs.
As we've reported, NPR Labs has demoed captioned radio on a prototype Delphi dual- display
dashboard.
The ITU is a United Nations agency that adopts
standards recommendations for telecommunications
services worldwide. NPR Labs has been quietly working away on this project, funded by agrant from the
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation
Research; it's great to see continued progress. An ITU
recommendation would provide receiver manufacturers with a roadmap to take the captioned radio concept beyond U.S. borders.
On its website at (
www.nprlabs.org), NPR Labs
urges anyone — but presumably receiver and chip
makers, stations and people with hearing loss, in
particular — to contact regulators of radio spectrum
in their countries and urge support of the captioned
radio recommendation that's out for ballot by members of the United Nations.

NEWSROUNDUP
LPFM: President Obama signed the Local
Community Radio Act. Danielle Chynoweth, director of strategic planning at the Prometheus Radio
Project, called the law " an opportunity for radio
professionals and enthusiasts to help revitalize the
radio dial." FCC Commissioner Michael J. Copps said,
"I have been waiting for this day for along, long
time." Chairman Julius Genachowski, like Copps a
Democrat, promised, " The FCC will take swift action
to open the dial to new low-power radio stations

The text recommends that receiver manufacturers
"employing any or all of the ITU DSB System A, ITU
DSB system F, ITU DSB system C and/or traditional

strongly encouraged to transmit programs with captioning as an integral part of their broadcast."

series for Radio World, finds the FM analog and RDS
sensitivity of the newest Nano similar to those of the

Though not aformal standard, the language
outlines how the captioned radio data could be
transmitted with either an FM RDS subcarrier or with

fifth generation. " They kept the RT+ and Proprietary
iTunes Tagging very similar to the fifth genera-

the data capabilities of several digital radio systems
including DAB, Digital Radio Mondiale and HD Radio.
Balloting for this item closes Feb. 6.

SPOTS: Insurance providers ran the most spots in U.S.
radio last year, followed by fast food companies and

tion, but actually made them slightly more intuitive
because you touch a 'tag' icon," he tells me.

In summer 2010, the NPR Labs team showed gov-

demos at both the White House and the Commerce
Department.
NPR Labs conducted the first live captioned radio
broadcast on election night 2008, when NPR's election coverage was simulcast in captioned- radio
format. It worked with the International Center for
Accessible Radio Technology at Maryland's Towson
University, Boston's VVGBH Media Access Group and
Harris Broadcast to provide captioning coverage for
five local Public Radio Satellite System stations.
There were several demos that night; Iattended the
one at Towson University and Imet several people with
hearing loss who were excited about such aservice.

home centers/hardware stores, according to measurements by Media Monitors. Insurers ran 4.4 million
spots in 2010. Categories that moved up the rankings
were government/unions/associations; cosmetics/skin
car; cars/trucks; and telecom bundled services.
TIS: The FCC is thinking about expanding the role
of Traveler's Information Stations and has opened a
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Those AM services
provide motorists information on traffic congestion, accidents and weather reports. The Highway

Operators asked the FCC to allow regional broadcasts of more types of potential life-saving emer-

tive in-dash products with Pandora streaming and
control through aconnected Apple ¡ Phone. More
details in our pending CES wrapup issue.

Jurison, who has been writing about RDS in a

ernment officials and representatives from groups
representing disability communities its prototype
car dashboard featuring acaptioned- radio display in

JONES: Kris Jones left NAB after six years to take a

multimedia system, as are Pandora and Clear
Channel's iheartradio. Pioneer showed nine automo-

sixth-generation Apple iPod nano. That's the one
iPod device that has built-in FM radio. The 8 GB unit
is $ 149 and the 16 GB unit lists for $ 179.

and the valuable local service they provide."

CES: JVC, Kenwood and Clarion expanded their
HD Radio offerings, with JVC introducing four indash CD receiver models with HD Radio. HD Radio
is among the offerings on the new Toyota Entune

Radio engineer Alan Jurison was kind enough to
share his thoughts on the radio features of the new

analog FM be strongly encouraged to produce receivers that display captioning in away consistent with
ITU-R recommendations" and " that broadcasters be

Information Systems Inc., the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation Officials and
the American Association of Information Radio

position with the Washington office of News Corp.
as director of government relations. Most recently
he was vice president of media relations at NAB.

GEN 6NANO KEEPS
FM LIVE PAUSE

It does not support the RT+Album Field; he says
that in the sixth gen unit, there isn't enough real
estate on the screen to fit it anyway. The fifth generation does have room to store it. " It's ashame they
didn't make the display slightly larger and support
album data tagging via RDS."
Apple kept the " live pause" of 15 minutes of FM
radio; and there's a neat local radio station list that
auto- populates with all local stations detected, he
tells me. Radio regions are still supported, so it will
support different FM standards and bands across the
world.
However, abig negative for Alan is it's hard to
turn off the device. " You can drain the battery listening to radio and pressing what you think the power
button is. You need to stop playing the radio by
pausing the station, or by stopping the song you are

gency information to travelers.

playing." Frustrated users have been venting about
this on Internet sites.

EEO: In an equal employment opportunity case,
Oregon's Opus Broadcasting was hit with a $20,000
notice of apparent liability for forfeiture. Opus is
licensee of KROG(FM) in Grant's Pass; KCNA(FM) in

Apple's official documentation at support.apple.
corn, titled " About Sleep/Wake on Your iPod Nano,"
states that you have to press the Sleep/Wake button,
and it will turn off in 36 hours if there is no activity.

Cave Junction; and KRTA(AM) and KEZX(AM), both in
Medford. The FCC said Opus failed properly to recruit
for 28 of 29 full-time vacancies over asix-year time

Apple has removed the external buttons for next/
previous track ( or station); the tech developer relies
on their earbuds with an integrated button that has

period; failed to provide records of the number or
referral sources of interviewees; and other problems.

afourth pin on the 1/8- inch jack for this functionality, according to Jurison (who likes to use more pro-

CONFERENCE: International religious broadcasters
TWR International and HCJB Global plan aconfer-

fessional headphones).
For this reason, plus the small screen, which is
about an inch and a half square, as well as the way

ence to examine funding issues. The conference is
March 9-10, in Cary, N.C.

the unit turns off, he prefers the fifth gen nano.
Ilike how Apple describes how to use the FM
radio feature at support.apple.com/kb/HT4316.

OMNIA ONE
STICKER SHOCK.
THE GOOD KIND.
•Critics have spoken • 5,000 success stories • hear it and you'll
be sure that someone spent afortune on their processing • truth
is, Omnia ONE costs afraction of what it sounds like • shocked?
•you shouldn't be, its an Omnia.
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com

A
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Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247
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It's aTransmitter, Not aHabitrail
Send in Your Caption Ideas for This Furry Friendly Fellow
J ohn George and Fayne Anderson handle equipment sales and do contract and project work out of
Columbia, S.C. Recently they made atrip to asmallmarket AM station to repair a transmitter that was
DOA. They found the culprit, seen in Fig. I.

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radroworld.com

Even in warmer climates such as we might find in
South Carolina, mice and insects love awarm transmitter during winter months. Seal your transmitter
building: it's less costly than being off the air because
of afailed power supply.
Thanks, guys, for the winterizing reminders and the
great photo. ( Is that avole?) John George of Broadtech
Services can be reached at broadtech.mailegmail.com.
So, let's have acaption for this shot! E-mail your
suggestions to johnpbissetegmail.com. And remember to use the camera on your smart phone to document any damage for your client — or to submit to
Workbench.

W

ith so many USB audio interfaces having
embedded themselves in Chuck Bullett's

Cumulus San Francisco operations, he's wound up
with apile of old Henry analog — 10 dB unbalanced to
+4 dB balanced bidirectional Matchbox audio converters on his "to be forgotten" shelf.
Gone are the cassette decks, cheap computer audio
cards and other consumer audio devices in his plant.
And now that USB interfaces are so popular, combined with flash drive and audio capture devices,
the old-style Matchbox has been all but displaced by
Henry's popular USB interfaces.
The firstgen Matchboxes found a new home,
however, at Chuck's transmitter sites. He's using
them ahead of Arbitron's PPM QoS monitor decoders
as again stage. The analog PPM decoders require a
consistent +4dB to saturate the audio inputs. Chuck's
Inovonics off-air QoS receivers, though balanced at
their output connectors, provide — 10 dB. Chuck wires
the high (+) lead for each channel to the tip of the RCA
connector going to the Matchbox's input, and connects
the low/ground (—) and shield to the ring of the RCA
input on the Matchbox. The Matchbox provides sufficient gain to saturate the PPM monitor's inputs for
healthy watermark sampling.
If the PPM decoders do not see enough audio to
sample, they'll alarm and cry out for help. One thing
that makes Chuck's heart stop these days is seeing

Fig. 1: A warm transmitter is areal temptation. Send us suggested captions for this photo and we'll publish the best ones.

Proven.
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No other Mod Monitor is relied on more heavily, and in more places.

BROADCAST

EVALUATION UNITS AVAILABLE
www.inovonicsbroadcast.com
1-800-733-0552

Simplicity Made Smarter

Less than adecade ago building infrastructure at even
the most modest radio facility was difficult and costly.
Today, AolP is making it possible to replace miles of
cables and closed systems with routers that use standardized network protocols. The JetStream Mini brings you the
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benefits of this new technology, and nothing is easier to
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use, faster, or less expensive. Add a Pilot control surface
hat ,ncludes the basic operating features your staff will

letStleam MINI IP Audio Networking System

need and you have the most cost effective AolP networked
audio system available.
Looking for lots of power in a small footprint? The
The Pilot is easy on the eye and the budget and like the

JetStream Mini lets you load up to 64 channels of I/O

JetStream Mini, Logitek has built it with ease of use and

into a 2 rack unit and the Pilot will service even the most

durability in mind. The Pilot is atabletop control surface

constrained spaces with ease. Configure your system

that includes all of the basic engineering features your

with microphone inputs and analog/digital I/O to suit

staff will need- and more- including 4 Program busses, :3

your specific needs; our use of standardized IP protocols

monitor sections and 24 mix minus busses. It is available

ensures advanced Ace networking with fast and easy

in frame sizes for 6to 24 faders.

setup... all for a price that won't break the bank.

Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc.

Phone: ( 713) 664-4470

I Toll Free: ( 800) 231-5870

I

www.logitekaudio.com

Logitek
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WORKBENCH

there's nothing worse — or more dangerous — than trudging through the
snow to get to asite, only to spend the
rest of the day, and possibly the night, in
cold, wet clothes.
In his years of working on remote
mountaintop sites, Tom always carried
one or two "space blankets" — aluminized Mylar, as at www.mcrmedical.com
— and alarge zip-type bag containing a
spare, dry stocking cap; gloves or mittens; and apair of socks.
Use agallon-size bag and squeeze out
the air before sealing; it won't take up
very much room in the winter "crash bag."
Nowadays, ahandheld GPS is handy,
too. Heavy fog or blowing snow can
make it easy to become disoriented.
Great tips, Tom, to keep us safe. I
haven't priced those space blankets in
years. You'll find them at the site listed
for only a few dollars, well within the

'continued from page 10)

the red alarm light flashing on those
QoS monitors; in his view that situation requires an immediate response.
Chances are you're still encoding; but
without substantial audio driving the
input on the QoS monitor, one can't
be sure. In the markets that are using
Arbitron's PPM for currency, when the
red light goes out you might as well be
off the air, at least as far as ratings go.
The key for controlling Chuck's blood
pressure is in feeding the PPM monitor
a robust audio signal. Repurposing the
Matchbox has solved the problem.
Chuck Bullett can be reached at
chuckbullett@gmail.com.
Itshould go without saying that attention to your EAS tests is aparamount
engineering duty.
Fig. 2 shows afunny time stamp on
aSage EAS unit. The contributor, who
wishes to remain anonymous, writes that
the date stamp year probably explains
why the RMT did not go through.
C tandard duct tape can take aback seat
now that Gorilla Tape has arrived.
Typical duct tape adheres best to
smooth surfaces. Gorilla Tape, with its
additional adhesive, will stick to uneven
surfaces. This makes it ideal for remote
kits. I'll grant that this brand of waterproof tape is more difficult to pull off
the roll because it has more adhesive

reach of every budget. Tom Franklin

Fig. 2: Be sure to check the date function on your EAS equipment.
aparking lot.
Irecently needed to cap an open conduit and didn't have aPVC or other cap
handy, so Itried the tape. Having never
used the tape. Iplugged the conduit first
with awire wrapped around some paper
towels. My thinking was if the tape
cap leaked, the towels would absorb
the moisture. If the tape really leaked
and saturated the paper towel, the wire
would help me remove it in one piece,
without the paper tearing and fouling
the conduit.
Ineedn't have worried. When it came
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than duct tape; but it tears sideways with
minimal effort.
Its "Tough and Wide" roll, 3 inches
across, will secure microphone, speaker
or AC cables to concrete, brick or tile.
Reduce your liability at a remote by
securing cables across thresholds or in

WOR : ENC
by John Bisset
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time to remove the tape, everything was
dry, despite a couple weeks' worth of
heavy wind and rain in the meantime.
The tape removed easily and there was
none of the residue you would expect
with duct tape. Impressive.
For the fun of it Itook asmall piece
of the paper towel and rolled it into a
ball, covering it with acouple of pieces
of Gorilla Tape fastened to a painted
plank; then Ileft the plank exposed to
the sun. After two weeks, the tape pulled
up easily, again with no residue. The
paper towel was dry.
The Gorilla Tape backing is resistant
to UV and water. With these features, the
1- inch size might take the place of black
wire ties used to secure outside cables.
Send me pictures if you try the tape and
find it successful for this application.
The Gorilla guys also offer Gorilla
Epoxy. Advertised as setting within 5
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Fig. 3: Gorilla Tape. with its additional adhesive, is ideal for remote kits.
minutes, its bond is stronger and will work
on steel, aluminum, wood and ceramic.
An easy-to-mix syringe applies the appropriate amounts to your project; atight-fitting cap means the syringe can be reused.
Gorilla products can be found at
True Value and Lowes stores. For fun
YouTube videos and more information
on the company's products, click on
www.gorillatough.com.

T

om Franklin works for Northwest
Communications Systems, headquartered in Oregon. He writes that

can be reached at tom@norcomsys.com.
Remember to send in your captions
for Fig. I, to johnpbisset@gmail.com.
John Bisset marked his 40th year
in radio in broadcasting recently. He
works for Tie//ne Technology and is a
past recipient of the SBE's Educator of
the Year Award. Reach him at johnpbisset@gmail.com or (603) 472-5282.
Faxed submissions can be sent to (603)
472-4944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

You've got more than callers on the line.

Ready for the best caller audio

For Control, choose from the Telos

you've ever heard? You'll have it
with the new Telos Nx6 talkshow

Desktop Director; Call Controller;
or Console Director; each with

system. With four advanced digital

exclusive Status Symbols visual call

hybrids (each with its own carefully

management icons that show line

tuned AGC and Digital Dynamic
EQ), Nx6 delivers smooth, sweet,

and caller status with just aglance.

consistent audio, from cell phones
and landlines alike.

The best part? The Nx6 package
including Assistant Producer call
screening software and one Desktop
Director is yours for only $4,295 MSRP.
Telos Talkshow Systems. Give your
listeners avoice. Give your talent a
boost. Give your wallet abreak.
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www.telos-systems.com
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With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is the best
way to hear from everywhere.

BROADCAST TELEPHONY

Telos is the trusted World Leader
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phone systems.
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Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.
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There IWas at the Greek Festival ..

•

Recollections From More Than Thirty Years of Radio Remotes
BY DAVE HALLOW
Radio World asked for remote stories
in its Sept. 8article "There IWas, at the
County Fair." Here are some Imanaged
to accumulate during more than 30 years
in radio. The names are fictitious.

FIRSTPERSON
During the mid-'70s Iwas employed
by a "he who pays, plays" brokered ethnic
station in the Chicago market. One of the
best parts of the job was when the Greek
Orthodox churches held their spring festivals, from which we ran remotes.
One of my favorites was from a
church located only afew hundred feet
from the transmitter site of a 50 kW
AM. One year, upon setting up and
checking the line with the station, it
seemed the nearby powerhouse was
just banging through. My location was
under atent in the middle of the parking
lot; grasping for straws, Iconnected the
earth ground from my Shure M67 to one
of the copper tent pegs ( how's that for
luck?). Wonder of wonders, the interference was gone; the show could go on.
As soon as tgot the signal from the station, Icued the talent, who proceeded with
his usual opening of " Hello, maaaan!"
Hot puppies! We were on the air.
However, no sooner had Ibegun to
relax than some kid came up and yanked
the ground wire. Suddenly Bobby
Papadakis was replaced by "ILove the
Blues and the Boogie Woogie." We
now were simulcasting another station's
programming.

Fortunately, the engineer at our studio was on the ball and immediately
wowed into abouzouki instrumental.
Choking back the desire to throttle
the kid (it probably would have made
for bad PR), Idarned near killed myself
jumping over our table, hoping I'd land
somewhere near the tent peg. Fortune
and gravity were with me; Ilanded on
target, where Ireconnected the ground
and continued with the broadcast.

quick clip-clip across the contacts and
the show went on as scheduled — with
aBingo game going on in Greek in the
background.
Around the same time Imoonlighted
(with my employer's blessing) for a
short time at a small 5 kW in the

coordinate local band usage knows,
feelings can be bruised when a guy
wants to use "his" frequency for program pickup at the exact time another
is using "his" frequency to order his
crew dinner. This is a perfectly good
use of the frequencies, coming under the
"operational communications" clause in
everyone's tickets.
I've always believed in the fly-catching abilities of honey compared with the
same qualities of vinegar. Iwaited as

Same place, different year, Iwas in
the process of setting up under the tent
when a strong horizontal wind lifted
one end of the tent, which proceeded
'41411111111

Iconnected the
ground from my Shure
M67 to one of the
copper tent pegs.
11•111111
to fold up. Iwas able to dig our gear
out from under the fallen tent, but there
was no way it could be raised again
before air time.
Iwasn't going to let such a small
thing ruin the program, though, so I
gathered up gear and talent and headed
down into the church's kitchen, where I
commandeered the phone. Iunscrewed
the handset's transmitter cover, did a

iStockphoto'alen
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burbs that just loved covering local high
school sports, a task made easier with
a vintage Marti RPU 40. This worked
well, particularly when the remote
announcer hung his hat on a hat rack
instead just dumping it on the little UHF
portable loop antenna.
As I'm sure anyone who's had to

IMARKETPLACE
HARRIS PROMOTES ' HITLESS
DYNAMIC DELAY CONTROL'
Harris says its Intraplex SynchroCast3 simulcast system handles dynamic delay control "hitlessly" in STL
transport connections.
When achange in absolute delay on the SIL occurs,
SynchroCast gradually adjusts the added delay until the
desired total is restored while ensuring that the audio
playing through remains uninterrupted.
"This degree of control in synchronous broadcasting technology is the result of more than 20 years of simulcasting experience in FM broadcasting, mobile radio and public safety communications," it stated.
SynchroCast3 modules work with Intraplex TI/E1 /IP multiplexers and GPS digital timing. This enables anetwork of transmitters to work together to increase coverage areas and reduce interference, according to Harris.
The system also provides simple control of system functions critical to adjusting the coverage area, along with reference
signals to the transmitter station for precise control of channel frequencies.
Hitless dynamic delay control was discussed in awhite paper by Bob Band of Harris for Radio World Engineering Extra;
'te www.radioworld.comlarticle1110650.
Info: www.broadcast.harris.com

long as Idared, then Iplaced the call,
which went something like this:
"NBC, NBC, this is WGSB in
Geneva, and we require this frequency
for program pick-up. Will you kindly
relinquish the frequency, sir?"
lo which I got this immediate
answer:
"Certainly, sir. Glad to do it. NBC
out. ,,
Wouldn't it be wonderful if all ops
were as nice as the guy from NBC?
HOT AIR TALENT
My next move was to Las Vegas,
where every weekend in the mid- 1980s
we ran aremote from the sports book in
one of the major Strip casinos. It was a
simple show, using one combo headset/
mic for each of the talent plus one for
me, all plugged into an M67. The cans
with mie were all Telex; and like nearly
everyone else, we used big colorful Nerf
foam balls for blast filters.
This approach worked well, too,
at least until our odds wizard put on
his phones, then decided he wanted to
relight his stubby, well-chewed cigar
butt, which couldn't have been more
than one inch long.
Iguess his eyes couldn't quite cross
tightly enough to allow him to see
what he was doing. When his turn to
(continued on page 16)
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take a breaK and install an

Q.

With all that's on your plate, time is precious. Here's away to get some time back: iQ, the powerful new AolP
console from Axia. So fast and easy, you can unpack it at 11:00 and have audio running by noon. No switch to
set up - it's built-in and preconfigured. In fact, everything's built in. Audio. Logic. DSP engine. Power supply.
Just plug in power and audio, and you're ready for air. Smart and intuitive, so your jocks will love it.
Cost-effective, so your boss will love you. A lb- fader iQ starts at just $ 9,985.00; 8- faders are only $7,990.00.
iQ. It's about time.
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REMOTES
'continued from page 14)

give me a level came, his time almost
came as well. Instead of lighting his
little cigar butt, he had set fire to the
Nerf ball. Idon't mean he just singed
it abit. Nope! 01' Jack had afive- inch
flame going.
In the early 1990s in northern Illinois,
Iworked for astation that used remotes
to promote itself and its Dis. One fine
Saturday, our morning man was slated
to do a remote from a local shopping
center. It should have been ano-brainer;
the hookup was via Marti and the talent
only needed to do live cut- ins.
Ithink he'd done maybe two when I
received aphone call at home from the
jock about static on the remote signal. I
asked if he was using the Marti RPT 30;
he said yes. Iasked if he was on Channel
I. Yup, he was. Was he using the yagi
antenna? Was it pointed toward the station? Yup again.
The shopping center was amile from
my house, so I managed to get there
before the next break. The remote was
taking place from inside the mall using
an RPT 2, linked to the van and then
back to the station.
Ifound the station van but saw no
yagi. Ithought he must have switched
over to the roof-mounted whip. But

when Ilooked through the van window,
Icould see the coax switch, with the
yagi selected. Curious.
Ifound our DJ in the mall and asked
him to pry himself away from his adoring fans and step out to the van. There, I
asked him where the yagi was. He said,
"There it is," and sure enough, there it
was; what's more, it was pointing in
roughly the direction of the station. Only
problem: "There" was on the mount used
for storing the antenna inside the van.
I thought this was a teachable
moment, so Iput my arm over his shoulder and said, "Jack, the whole idea is to
put the antenna on the pneumatic mast
up in the air outside the van."
He knitted his brows in intense concentration; then, with asudden sense of
realization and his eyes wide open, he
said "Oh!" as if he'd just worked out all
the questions of the universe.
ONE MORE
By the end of the 1990s it had
occurred to me that Iwas simply getting too damn old to run around on all
these remotes. Ifound myself working
very happily as an RPU tech with Marti
Electronics.
A Seattle station decided they were
going to do their remote from an operating streetcar. Evidently they had 110
VAC available, and they were planning

on using an RPT 30 into a 5/8-wavelength whip.

consideration what would happen when
the streetcar entered atunnel.

The streetcar itself ran on roughly 9
squillion volts, picked up through the
pantograph from an overhead cable.
Realizing this, the folks at the station
made copious measurements and doubtless checked with the company that

Idon't have the exact dimensions;
suffice to say the antenna made contact
and all 9 squillion volts hurried down
the coax. It was most unfortunate. For
a while there they were having a nice
little remote.
When the transmitter arrived at Marti
in Cleburne, Texas, Ithought Imight
as well start looking at the output filter
box, where the jolt had hit. Every coil in

Instead of lighting
his little cigar butt,
he had set fire to the
Nerf ball.
—11IM

owned and operated the trolley car and
made every other such check they could
think of to be absolutely certain that
there would at all times be sufficient
clearance between the overhead power
lines and the tip of their antenna.
Well, they got almost all the information. In standard running, the antenna's tip was safely removed from the
overhead lines, and that part of the
remote worked just dandy. But their
best- laid plans were about to go "aft
agley" because no one had taken into

the box had been vaporized, leaving the
inside of the box coated with the thickest layer of black gunk I'd ever seen.
Well, Ilike a challenge, so Ihad a
ball with this one. Actually, as Irecall,
that was just about the only problem,
because once the output filter box had
been turned into a small, empty bat
cave, the charge had flowed harmlessly
over the chassis and exited through the
ground pin on the AC plug — although
the guy Italked to did admit to feeling a
little tingle through his hand mike.
It wasn't long after moving with
Marti to Quincy, Ill., that Icame down
with a case of Parkinson's Disease.
That pretty much put an end to my radio
engineering career, but as they say, they
can take the guy out of radio, but they
can't take radio out of the guy.
Comment on this or any story. Write
to radioworldenbmedia.com.

KINTRONIIC LABORATORIES, INC.
INININ.KINTRONIC.COM

WE SUPPLY

COMPLETE TURN- KEY AM BROADCAST SYSTEMS
-TOWERS
-PREFAB TRANSMITTER BUILDINGS
-DA PHASING & MATCHING NETWORKS
-INDOOR / OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS
▪TRANSMITTER & PATTERN SELECTION CONTROL RACKS
-RIGID & SEMI- FLEXIBLE TRANSMISSION LINES
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CONLON
(continued from page 4)

part of that is being agood listener.
We're pleased that our lead customer
for HD PowerBoost and asymmetrical
sidebands, the formidable WAMU in
Washington, has received no interference complaints whatsoever. FCC staff
has seen this technology, and we believe
that broadcasters will have no impediments to using this technology in the
future.
The best thing we've learned about
asymmetrical sidebands is how useful
it is. Giving broadcasters the flexibility to precisely manage increased HD
injection rates will open a lot of doors
that might have permanently remained
closed. The fact that we bundle it with
HD PowerBoost means they can do a
lot more with their existing transmitters,
avoiding the need to possibly replace a
system they recently purchased, or buy
asecond system.
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cantly reduce costs, all while improving
reliability and maintaining localism.
The VS can operate as acompletely
standalone system, monitored remotely
with content delivered right to the transmitter and the audio can be processed
by the Orban Inside. The VS becomes
as simple to install as a home computer: Unpack it, plug it into power, the
antenna and the Internet, turn it on and
you're on the air.
Of course, I'm simplifying it a bit,
but it is the direction we are moving
towards.
Push Radio is particularly valuable

for networks that use expensive satellite
networks to distribute their programming in real time to a large number
of transmitters over a wide geographic area. Our VS transmitters have the
ability to play audio directly from a
USB memory stick, and users can even
upload new content and playlists via the
Internet connection.
McLane: Other areas of emphasis as
we head into NAB season?
Conlon: Yes, Ithink it's worth commenting on the unique nature of Nautel's
corporate structure that is especially rel-

evant to customers in these trying times.
Broadcasters, for good reason, are
being very careful about how and with
whom they spend their limited capital
budgets. They're looking for value but
also for vendors who they can rely on
for support and who they can count
on in the future. As a privately owned
company with a long-term view of the
market, we make investments in engineering and support when our customers
need it, not when the markets tell us we
can. We depend on our broadcast customers and we know that they depend
on our transmitters.

We're Ready For CAP
(so you can be, too)

McLane: You recently won a 30-site
contract for 180 transmitters to the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. What are
some of your other most notable
projects?
Conlon: In the past 36 months, we've
been honored to deliver 160 AM and FM
transmitters totaling 1.8 Megawatts to
the government broadcaster in Turkey.
We've also installed some very exciting
high-power MW projects in Taiwan,
Argentina and Pakistan, to name but a
few. Our employees take great pride in
every project we do, but are most proud
that the first transmitters we shipped,
over 40 years ago, are still in use,
and supported by our customer service
department.
McLane: One in your series of webinars
is about " Push Radio." What is that?
Conlon: We were debating the desirable characteristics of our new VS lower-power FM transmitters. One direction
we were following was how to extend
the redundancy we build into our subsystems out to the audio source so that,
if one source fails, the system would
automatically look for an alternate content source and keep the station on the
air. We decided to have a " last refuge"
source of content on aUSB drive.
Well, in order for the USB drive to
work, we had to build in an FTP server.
One day, Chuck Kelly said, "Wait! If we
have an Internet connection and an FTP
server, we can deliver new content and
playlists whenever we want to the USB
drive without ever having to visit the
station." Push Radio was born.
The Internet isn't a very reliable
medium for real-time distribution of
audio, but is reliable for distribution of
files. So Push Radio means stations can
eliminate the satellite link, and signifi-

NEW
FAS
RULES
Questions?
914-872-4069

When you use the Sage Digital ENDEC to
meet the new FCC EAS rules for CAP. you
also receive an interface to:
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•LAN/Internet for Web browser control and
monitoring, network time, email
•Satellite receivers and Internet for CAP
•Text via CG, ROS, HD Radio
•Free downloadable upgrade to the final
version of CAP 1.2
The Digital ENDEC is adrop- in replacement
for the classic ENDEC, but new users love it
too.
The Sage Digital ENDEC - your one- box
solution for CAP and FAS.
Sage Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue Suite 641N Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069 info©sagealerlingsystems corn

www.sagealertingsystems.com
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All STL Paths Are Not Created Equal
BY PAUL THURST
Ilearned this one the hard way: All
climates and terrain are not equal ... an
important detail when planning astudiotransmitter link.

TECHTIPS
The RF STL is usually in the 950
MHz band, although lately people have
been using 2.4 and 5.8 GHz unlicensed
systems with good results. What works
well in the Northeast, for example.
might not work that great in Florida,
where tropospheric ducting and multipath can create reception problems.
One example of this happened in
Gainesville, Fla. A station there had
a 15-mile path over flat ground with
tall towers on either end. It had full
line of sight and Fresnel zone clearance. Ordinarily the signal strength was
—65 dB, which is about 25-30 dB of
head room for the equipment being used.
However, in the mornings, most often
in the late summer/early autumn, there
would be brief dropouts of afew seconds.
After two years of suffering through
the mysterious morning dropouts, we
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950 MHz STL Path Study
finally rented aplane and flew the STL
path, only to discover a swamp right
in the middle that was not on the topographical map.
On mornings when dropouts occurred,
we surmised, dense fog would rise up,

WHO'SBUYINGWRA
Interlochen Public Radio installed a
Dielectric DCR-H4 FM antenna, shown, for
its WLMN(FM) at 89.7 MHz in Manistee,
Mich.
SPX Communication Technology ( formerly Dielectric) said this is the second DCR-H4
antenna purchased by IPR. The station went
on the air in August and serves an area of
approximately 40,000 people. Jack Conners
is IPR chief engineer. ...
Axia said WBGL(FM) in Champaign, Ill.,
ordered three Element 2.0 consoles and associated gear. The station is owned by Family
Friendly Radio. "The purchase expands
WBGL's Axia installation to four studios;
the sale was made by Broadcasters General
Store." the manufacturer stated. WBGL put
its first Axia studio on five years ago. ...
Barix AG said syndicated content provider Bell Media Group of Raleigh, N.C.,
used the Barix Reflector Service to distribute live North Carolina
Central University football and basketball games to eight regional
AM radio stations comprising the NCCU Sports Network. Barix
introduced the Reflector Service last year "to help broadcaster
with limited IT resources to establish IP links for single station
and broadcast networks with minimal effort and hassle." Jay Bell
president and chief engineer for Bell Media Group. ...
Joy FM is using an RBRX Ifrom BW Broadcast. The organization serves Guam and the Northern Marianas. Matthew Dodd is
general manager. The manufacturer said Joy FM was among the
first.users of its RBRX1 rebroadcast receiver, which won aRadio
World "Cool Stuff' Award this spring.

causing the RF path to bend and creating multipath at the receive antenna. It
was a Moseley Starlink, and the digital
demodulator would unlock due to high
BER. The signal strength never moved
off of —65 dB.

Of course, had this been an analog
STL, it would not have dropped out,
although it may have gotten alittle noisy
for afew minutes.
Ihave learned to be very conservative
with my STL path analysis, using software tools like rfProfiler from rfSoftware
to look at the theoretical path but also
surveying ground obstacles like trees and
building, which are not accounted for
in the USGS terrain database. There are
several RF software programs out there
that will do the same thing.
Recently, when a station manager
insisted that an STL path was possible
from a proposed new studio location, I
deferred to the path study, which showed
only about 50 percent Fresnel zone clearance. True, the path is less than a mile,
and one can see the top of the transmitting
tower from the roof; but trees, buildings
and even an access road create problems
that could potentially cause STL dropouts.
We are not going down that road
again. The station manager, whose
background is in sales, was told to find
another location or order ate/co T-1.
Reach Paul Thurst at paul.thurste
gmail.com. This item originally appeared
on the author's blog Engineering Radio.
Send us your own tech tips, or comment
on this or any story, at radioworlde
nbmedia.com.

IMARKETPLACE
EVANS LEAVES EVANS TO START EVANS
B. Benjamin Evans is leaving his family's Wisconsin-based professional engineering firm, Evans Associates, to start his own shop, Evans
Engineering Solutions.
"After 30 rewarding years at Evans Associates, Ifelt the time had come
for me to go in aslightly new direction and expand into other areas of
engineering," he told Radio World.
"That's why I've started my own company, Evans Engineering Solutions.
But as long as there is acontinuing need for my broadcast engineering consulting services, Iwon't give that up, because that's how Evans
Associates started."
Evans Associates was started in 1968 by his father Ralph E. Evans Sr., his
mother Rosa Evans and his brother Ralph E. Evans Ill. Their parents died in 2005 and 2009,
respectively; Ben was an ownership partner with Ralph Ill, who now continues as sole owner
of Evans Associates.
The company was founded on engineering services for the radio and TV broadcast industry, including FCC applications for new and modified stations, expanded coverage studies,
transmitting facility design and construction supervision, and field testing. Later it expanded
to design and implementation of video/voice/data networks, public safety radio network
planning and engineering and wind turbine siting.
Ben worked there as astaff engineer during college, then joined the company full-time
in 1980 after earning adegree in electrical engineering.
Ralph now will continue to handle certain telecommunications clients and public safety
radio engineering, Ben said. " Iwill continue to work for broadcast clients for such services as
FCC applications, engineering studies (for upgrading, relocating atransmitter, etc.), microwave design and planning, and some field work."
The new firm will also be involved in wind energy technology, adeveloping area of interest. Evans explained: " Iassist wind energy developers with the siting of turbines, making
sure that the turbines don't block radio pathways, particularly microwave links, and don't
disrupt other forms of communication such as public safety radio and broadcast radio and
TV reception. Iplan to expand into other areas of renewable energy."

OMNIA.11 EVERYTHING
YOU HEAR IS TRUE.
•Effortless dial dominance • Louder yes, yet always pure &
uncompromised • Pop sparkles • Rock really rocks • Country
caresses • Hip hop thunders • Voice is natural and intimate
•Push it hard and be amazed at how open and clean it remains
Find out more: www.omniaaudio.com
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Radio never sleeps. Neither do we. We're here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical support. Call + 1-216-622-0247

There's no reason to be in the dark about your AOIP Network...
An intelligent network is one where the network's core intelligence is distributed to all of its access points. These nodes, which we call " BLADES", are intelligent —
each has knowledge of itself, of its place in the network, and of the network as awhole. This means that every BLADE has the smarts lo get things done, locally or
anywhere else in the network. Couple that with amultitude of features and awide range of functionality and you have WheatNet-IP -- The Intelligent Network.

1. WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is self-aware.
What does this mean? Every BLADE on your

2. WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is self- healing.

to do. This makes setup as easy as plugging it in

WheatNet-IP offers as many points of recovery as you have
BLADES in your system. In the exceptionally urlikely event that
a BLADE should fail, just plug an alternate in and you are up and

ard turning it on. When you need to add to your

running. Since each BLADE has the entire WheatNet-IP Intelligent

network, just connect the new BLADE, and

Network's configuration embedded in its DNA, the new BLADE
inherits its function ; mmediately and you are back up and running.

network knows who it is and what it is supposed

watch it configure itself in seconds.
It's literally THAT easy.

Pretty cool, eh?

THE INTELLIGENT NETVVORK`m
phone 1.252.638-7000 Iwww.VVheatNetIP.com Isales@wheatstone.corn

Download the FREE white paper
"The Technical Case for the Intelligent Network"
at www.WheatIP.com
Learn more about the Intelligent Network
at: www.WheatNetIP.com

IS YOUR AMP NETWORK NUT SU smArr?

Got questions? Boy can we help!
Perhaps you're about to invest in a new set of consoles for your station. Or maybe you've already decided an AOIP network is right for you. Maybe
you've already got a system and are looking for more or better functionality. Give us acall. We know this stuff inside and out. While no single entity
wrote the book on it, we've got afew chapters under our belt and would be happy to offer enlightenment about WHY our Intelligent Network is better!

3. WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is 10 X faster.

4. WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network is NOT more expensive.

You may not think you need the speed, but think

It's true. When you add up all the costs for your network,

of it this way... remember when a 10 meg hard

WheatNet-IP comes out to just about the same money as the

drive seemed like it was all you'd ever need? Or

other guys. No marketing mumbo jumbo about your labor or

when a 56K modem seemed like overkill? Audio
needs as much bandwidth as you can throw at

performance here - we're talking straight hardware comparisons.
Go ahead, configure your network and see. Of course we DO outperform them by up to afactor of ten. And we DO save you great

it, and WheatNet-IP Intelligent Network gives
you 10 times the bandwidth of the other major
system. Think of it as money in the bank.

googobs of money by giving you a system that configures, runs
and heals itself... Still, do afull-network hardware comparison
and check it out for yourself! Operators are standing by...
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How Transmitter Power Supplies Evolved
How You Gonna Put 'Em on the Air When There's No DC?
BY JAMES E. O'NEAL
Ever since a young Henrich Hertz
began constructing the scores of electrochemical cells needed to power the

ROOTS OF
RADIO
world's first radio transmitter in the
1880s, designers have sought out better
and more efficient ways of providing the
required voltage sources for transmitters.
Today, it's not that big a deal; you
just hang some diodes on the output of
a power transformer, add some electrolytic caps and maybe a choke or
two if you want to be fancy, add a
pre-packaged regulator, and you're in
business. Actually, the power supply
of a modern radio transmitter is probably one of the most reliable parts of
the whole machine. Nobody gives them
much thought at all anymore.
But it wasn't always that easy.
The history of the lowly transmitter
power supply — from its humble ( and
sometimes complicated) beginnings to
the compact, quiet, cool-running and
efficient package of today — is full of
interesting twists and turns. In this twopart article, we take alook.
'r.,311111111

The history of
the lowly transmitter
power supply is full
of interesting twists
and turns.

Loy Barton's initial 500 watt KUOA 1924 transmitter design used amixture of
power sources: amotor-generator set for plate voltage, abattery for bias and a
conventional AC step-down transformer to light tube filaments. However, hum
problems forced him to replace the transformer with another motor- generator
set to supply DC to the filaments.

Hertz's primitive battery was sufficient to power the spark oscillator
he constructed to prove out Maxwell's
equations, and this set the scene for
everything that was to come.
Following on the footsteps of Hertz,
Guglielmo Marconi began experimenting with " low-power" transmitters, and
finally reckoned it was time to scale
things up and perhaps put wireless
technology on a paying basis. He was
responsible for the first really "big"
transmitter, which was completed in
1901 in his attempt to span the Atlantic
by radio. And like many future engineers, Marconi ran into some power
supply problems.
Ambrose Fleming had been hired as

aconsultant to help with the design and
construction of the large transmitter,
and came up with a "double-decker"
spark oscillator powered by an AC generator. As with most new technology,
things didn't work that well right out
of the box.
Fleming's notes indicate that some
amount of time was spent in experimenting with circuit configurations to
try to optimize performance. He went
for atrue "smoke test" on at least one
occasion, noting that "large resonance
effects" were suffered by the alternator,
with its windings smoking from the RF
being fed back into it.
Fast-forward afew years to Marconi's
commercial radio service between Cape

Breton, Nova Scotia, Canada and Glace
Bay, Ireland. A hybrid DC generator/
storage battery configuration replaced
the earlier alternator as apower source.
This consisted of three series-connected 5,000 volt generators tied to a
storage battery made up of 6,000 twovolt cells, each rated at 40 amp/hrs.
The fully charged batteries alone could
power the spark transmitter for quite
some time, as the total capacity was
approximately 500 kWh at 12,000 volts
of very pure DC.
However, that was "spark," and as
such didn't have much entertainment
value for the general public. AM transmitter technology began to evolve for
transmitting speech and music, and
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with it came additional requirements for
direct current power.
AM RADIO
The Poulsen arc or "arc-phone"
transmitter was the earliest device that
could be used to modulate acarrier with
speech and music in a practical manner. Charles Herrold in 1909 used arc
technology to become the first broadcaster on the West Coast. According
to Mike Adams and Gordon B. Greb in
their book "Charles Herrold, Inventor of
Radio Broadcasting," Herrold met the
high-current DC demands of his transmitter, and keep operating costs down,
by "borrowing" power from a500 volt
streetcar catenary that was conveniently
located near his station.
When the broadcasting craze broke
in the early 1920s, many individuals
were vying to get a station on the air,
and as "old-line" radio transmitter companies didn't exist, this led to some
unusual designs (and sometimes very
steep learning curves).
One of the biggest problems was in
powering those first-generation broadcast rigs. Notwithstanding the DC plate
potential required for the RF power
tubes, high-current DC was also required
for filament power, as virtually all tubes
then were designed with DC filaments.
Providing pure hum-free DC was a
real challenge.
As awork-around, at least one early
station ran its transmitter strictly on
storage battery power: KJBS in San
Francisco. The station even made on-air
announcements plugging the Willard
Storage Battery Company, according
to an account by John Schneider on the
bayarearadio.org website.
RECTIFIERS WITH MOVING PARTS
One of the most intuitive and welldeveloped methodologies for converting
AC to DC was via rotating machinery
— motor-generator sets.
An AC motor of suitable size was
coupled to one or more DC generators to
provide plate, grid and/or filament voltages. Only aminor amount of filtering was
required, and "stock" units could generally supply the DC power requirements of
very early broadcast transmitters.
Actually, the motor-generator set
became the de facto standard for delivering transmitter DC in the decade of the
1920s and on into the 1930s. Initially,
units designed for other applications
(typically electrified light railway service) were grafted into transmitter
power supplies. However, as transmitter
size (power) increased, catalog motorgenerators were no longer adequate, and
at least one manufacturer created aspecial division to supply transmitter manufacturers and individuals constructing
their own rigs.
(continued on page 24)

"OP-Xis very functional and easy to use..
One of the best features is the log merge.
Oq OUT old system it took minutes and with
OP-Xit takes seconds."
-John O'Dea, Ups Mgr
WNNK-FM. Harrisburg,PA
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Moiular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system a: afraction of
the cost of it's competitors.
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Each studio client is capable
of access.ng all Audio Server
modules on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of :mntent for
remote studios also running
Op- X.
The revolutionary design of
Op- X's clack builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite arogram -ning into a
few simp e clicks.,
Share se -ial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,,
maintain, and has automatic
backup features.
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AUTOMATION
SIMPLE • POWERFUL • REDUNDANT

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited' It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to ¡nvite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-XS versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either /We IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles

Broadcasters
General Store
352-622-7700
www.bgs.cc
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(continued from page 22)

This was necessary, as the motorgenerator sets developed for streetcar
and interurban rail lines rarely required
potentials above 1,500 volts. By the mid
to late 1920s, transmitter builders were
demanding machines that could deliver
upwards of 18,000 volts.
Motor-generators for radio service
were special in other ways too. While
some amount of ripple current didn't
bother the light rail industry, even a
slight amount of voltage perturbation
could cause problems in transmitters.
"If the generator does not commutate
without sparks, these sparks will cause
pulsations in the voltage, which will
also produce audible sounds in the transmitter," Westinghouse engineer J.H.
Blakenbuehler observed in a detailed
1928 article on his company's work in
producing motor-generators for radio
work. "Those pulsations producing the
most annoying sounds have frequencies between 500 and 2,000 cycles per
second, with probably the most distressing tone occurring at 1,100 cycles per
second."
Blakenbuehler also expressed concern over the effect of minute voltage
changes on transmitter frequency stability. At that time, many transmitters consisted of little more than apower oscillator stage and modulator. There was
no crystal control to keep things steady,
and slight changes in plate potential
could cause frequency shifts ( as could
the change in capacitance due to the
station's flat-top or cage antenna being

Water rheostats were used as aload
for testing high-voltage DC generators
intended for radio transmitter duty.
This Westinghouse device actually
"burned" water in normal operation.
The flame at the top is due to the
spontaneous recombination of hydrogen and oxygen generated by the
electrolysis effect on the water being
pumped into the unit during operation.

These motor- generator sets powered the University of Arkansas's KUOA for several
years. They were located in the basement of the school's 'Old Main' building, with
the transmitter situated four stories above and feeding aroof-top antenna.

As the size of transmitters grew, some
installations resembled power generating
stations due to the use of motor-generator
sets for providing DC voltages. This is part
of the equipment room associated with
WOWO's first 50 kW transmitter, constructed in the late 1920s. (Curiously, the
station never operated it beyond 10 kW,
only going to 50 kW in 1954 with amore
modern transmitter.)

blown about by the wind).
became a motor generator customer,
specifying amotor-generator set for the
"Generators with poor regulation
have been known to vary the signal freplate supply of the 500 watt broadcast
quency so much as to cause the receptransmitter he designed and constructed as part of the requirements for an
proved really satisfactory and he evention by aheterodyne receiver to be very
difficult," Blakenbuehler cautioned in
advanced degree at the University of
tually ordered a 15 volt/100 amp motorArkansas.
an obvious pitch to tout the superiority
generator set for transmitter filament
of his company's products.
His thesis reflected difficulties with
power.
powering the school station's transmitThe very high output voltages and
As broadcasters opted for highter, primarily AC hum problems.
output stability necessitated acomplete
er and higher transmitter powers,
redesign of existing motor-generator
Barton was so perplexed that he
Westinghouse and other suppliers of
products, with some of the Westinghouse
wrote engineers at most of the stations
broadcast-type motor-generator sets
devices for broadcast service requiring
on the air then to find out if they had
were kept busy churning out new designs
hum problems and how they licked
six miles of wire for the armature of a
to meet the requirements of the larger
four-pole generator, and an
tubes being employed.
additional two miles for the
In photos of installations
field coils.
from that era, some staFactory testing methods for
tion transmitter facilities
these high- voltage motor-genlook more like electrierators had to be modified too.
cal power stations than
According to Blakenbuehler,
broadcast operations.
ordinary carbon resistor loads
One of the most
used for testing lower voltage
famous of these was
generators proved too expenWLW. The station's
sive and unsafe, so another
1934 makeover into a
type of load had to be devel500,000 watt facility inioped: the water barrel rheostat.
tially required 20 of the
This device, shown in the
huge UV-862 100,000
accompanying photo, was
watt tubes, each with
essentially ahollow porcelain
filament requirements of
Ch3rIes Stinger
tube, with an electrode (anode)
207 amps at 33 volts DC.
positioned inside. The other Perhaps the most famous transmitter using motor-generator sets
At the time of construction, the only practical
electrode was a stream of was the WLW 500,000 watt machine that went on the air in 1934.
water ( probably made conduc- Three 1,500 amp devices were used to power the filaments.
way to supply the 4,140
tive by addition of aweak acid
amps necessary was with
solution) that was connected to the genthem. The consensus was that if hum
a motor-generator set. WLW actually
erator's negative terminal. Water flowed
was to be avoided, in addition to pure
had three 1,500 amp monsters — each
into the tube, completing the circuit and
DC for plate potentials, transmitter tube
driven by an 85 HP motor — and
presenting aload to the generator.
filaments also needed fairly pure DC.
installed in the basement directly under
Blakenbuehler noted a "peculiar"
(Of the 70 stations polled by Barton,
the transmitter. They were paralleled
phenomenon experienced when such a
approximately 50 responded, with the
together with copper bus bars resemload was tried with very high voltages.
overwhelming majority saying they had
bling small HVAC ducts.
"The current density at the cathode
to resort to DC for lighting filaments.)
When we conclude our discussion
was evidently so high as to decompose
Barton reasoned that the hum
next time, we'll start with amotor-genthe water into hydrogen and oxygen,
occurred due to a very slight physical
erator installation in Las Cruces, N.M.,
which recombined in aflame at the surmovement of the large filament structhat was involved in atragedy.
face of the water." The "burning water"
ture in power tubes at a 60 cycle per
James O'Neal is technology editor
is evident in the photograph.
second rate, thus creating hum modulafor TV Technology and afrequent Radio
tion of the signal.
World contributor. Comment on this
CONQUERING AC HUM
He initially tried several schemes
or any article. Write to radioworlde
In 1924, radio pioneer Loy Barton
to null the hum component, but none
nbmedia.com.
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Broadband Internet is
everywhere. Which makes it
ideal for live remotes.
Unfortunately, the internet is
also notoriously erratic.
Even if you're lucky enough
to get agood connection,
it might deteriorate during
your show. So you dial back
the bitrate, sacrificing sound
quality to play it safe.
There is abetter way.

ROADCAST TELEPP

Meet the amazing new
codec.

Z/IP ONE

Telos and Fraunhofer collaborated
to develop aunique coding
algorithm that adapts
to changing network conditions
on-the- fly.
If your connection quality
drops, the Z/IP ONE uses error
concealment, elastic buffers,
and bitrate adjustments
to keep audio flowing at
maximum quality.

ZEPHYR IP & ISDN CODECS

The Z/IP ONE now makes it
possible to , ,se the internet
for great sounding remotes.
The convenience of the Internet.
The sound or Telos.

AUDIO INETWORKS

www.telos-systems.com

TREAMPG AUD1

AUDIO LOGGUIG

â

Telos is the trusted World Leader
in single- line hybrids and multi- line
phone systems.

With more than 20,000 in daily
use around the world, Zephyr is The Best
Way to Hear from Everywhere.

Hardware and software products
for processing, encoding and
streaming your audio content.

PC Software for archiving
and logging all of your
stations audio.
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Facilities
Jackpot for Vegas Broadcaster

BY FRANK MUELLER
Operations Manager
KUNV(F M)

Includes New Equipment,
Studios and

LAS VEGAS — Having two major projects scheduled
to finish within ayear of each other can be overwhelming, but KUNV(FM)'s staff, volunteers and contractors
have shown that they were up to the task.

HD Radio Signal

FACILITYPROFILE
September of 2009 found us moving into new studios
on the University of Nevada, Las Vegas campus after
10 years of being acouple of miles from our sponsoring
university. September of 2010 saw the launch of our HD
Radio signal.
Innovative solutions have been key in completing
both projects while working around technical and environmental difficulties, budget shortfalls and anticipation of future demands.

Author Frank Mueller records KUNV G
onager
David Reese in KUNV's Recording Contreand
Performance studios. Recording is done with Adobe
Audition using aYamaha 02R board. Reese is on a
Rode NT2000 mic on aYellowtec m!ka mic arm.

NEW STUDIOS
KUNV's new studios shine with furniture and equipment that provide staff, volunteers and students with an
environment to rival some of the top commercial radio
stations. Rooms designed by the Russ Berger Design
Group ensure superior sound performance. All studios
(continued on page 28)
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IMARKETPLACE
PUT A RIBBON ON IT:

Not often
doe former radio engineer Doug

STUDIO SESSIONS
you're still having unexplained guilt
pangs with Sustain Bamboo, Auralex

Fearn put out a new product. And
in these days of digital domination,

etc. — Auralex rides to the rescue with
Sustain Bamboo Sound Diffusors.
Made from fast-growing and easily
replaced bamboo, the Sustain series is

abig- box analog tube preamplifier
aimed at the ribbon mic market would
seem more like offering a mahoganyhandled customized buggy whip

available in various acoustic treatment
product configurations: pyramids, slats
and those checkerboard designs that
look like curio holders when mounted
on awall. Also available are KeyPac
perforated panels for mounting with
Auralex ProPanels or Studiofoam.
KeyPacs can temper the amount of
sound absorption a room has. And if

adds that the bamboo used for its
products isn't the same bamboo that
pandas eat.
Info: www.auralex.com

NEW FRIENDS: Axia Audio, developer of the Livewire IP audio networking standard, announced that Burli has
become an Axia Partner. The takeaway
is that Burli Newsroom automated
software system will become compatible with Livewire networks. Burli

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

General Manager Ian Gunn said: " A
good number of our mutual clients are
already running both Burli Newsroom

software and Axia IP-Audio gear ...
and they've asked whether we might
collaborate to enhance integration
between our products."
Info: www.axiaaudio.com

around 1920. Maybe with some snazzy
silver threading, gold inlay and a lion's
head pommel, too. Way cool and the
horses will love it!
Yet perhaps it's not so silly. Ribbon
nicrophones have asolid niche and
there are a lot of studios not afraid
to oay for quality. Radio broadcasters
looking for a " sound" might want to
give a ribbon chain a listen.
The new gizmo, the VT- 12, is atwochannel preamp with traditional VU
meters on the front of a big 2 RU box
in
Fearn Red. Classic toggle
switches handle 48 V phantom power,
phase, meter, power and 20 dB pad.
The VT- 12 can also handle condensers
and even dynamics. A 48 V lockout
allows initiating phantom power or
'ocking it out to spare your precious
ribbon mics. Specs promise awhopping 70 dB gain.
Doug, a Radio World contributor
in his radio days, said of his latest:
"Ribbon microphones have made
awell- deserved comeback in the
recording world, and the VT- 12 has

If you're reading this,
you know that print
advertising works...
Even without pictures.

the gain required to use any ribbon
microphone and still have the classic
musicality our designs are known for."
Price: $ 3,295.
Info: www.dwfearn.com

SILENT GREEN: For those wracked
with guilt that their acoustic treatment is a burden for the planet —
petroleum product, exotic hardwood,

Radio World. Get inside these pages, get inside the industry
John Casey 212-378-0400 x512 • jcasey@nbmedia.com
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(continued from page 26)

use acombination of angled walls and
windows; baffling on the walls and in
the air ducting; varying ceiling shapes
and heights; air gaps in the walls; and
isolated floors to ensure ahigh level of
"deadness."
Furniture in the studios was custom
created by Omnirax Broadcast Furniture
to match the space and technical requirements of each area. Herman Miller
chairs compliment the modern furniture.
Spring noise from previous mie
booms was a constant annoyance, so
in selecting the arms for this studio we
were impressed by the Yellowtec m!ka
solution arm system. In use we've found
them to be a superior solution with all
but some of the heaviest microphones.
As our on-air staff is large ( more than
30 volunteers), our microphones see a
lot of work for several types of voices
and handlers. We wanted to make sure
we had mics in our two on-air studios
that wouldn't color the voices and would
also be near bulletproof. We selected the
Shure SM7B and have found them to be
durable with aclean sound.

KUNV Host Greg Magnusson sits at the HD1 air studio's Axia
control surface. ENCO Systems automation can be seen in the
background. The mic is aShure SM7B, its arm is am!ka with
atally light.

A UNLV student practices audio production in one of the
edit booths using Adobe Audition. Mika arms, Axia board
and EV RE20 mics visible.

er-based interface, as well as for the
RAID configuration that allows for hotswapping the drives easily without risk
of data loss. The NAS, along with other
equipment not required to be in-studio,
are stored in atechnical operations center where their heat and noise have no
impact on our studios.

One of the challenges was to take our massive
CD library (approximately 10,000 CDs) and move into
the 21st century by digitizing it.

One of the challenges associated with
the move was to take our massive CD
library (approximately 10,000 CDs) and
move into the 21st century by digitizing it.
As we had not yet settled on an automation system at the time we began the
conversion, we wanted to use software
that would implement a naming convention that could be imported by any
system into adatabase to affiliate with
the audio files.
CB LIBRARY
We settled on Exact Audio Copy,
which allowed us to write file names
containing all necessary data using a
common delimiter between fields. We
found it to be asuperior program not only
for the naming convention but that it was
able to autocomplete information for the
vast majority of our CDs by retrieving
data from the FreeDB online database.
Of course, we needed aplace to store
all of those audio tracks. In combination with UNLV's TV broadcast facility,
which also joined us in the new facility,
we went with aRorke Data Galaxy network-attached storage systems ( NAS).
The system has been nice both for the
ease of configuration through the brows-

When it came time to select an automation system, we wanted one that was
both flexible and easy to use. Many of
our volunteers are from an analog background and we wanted an interface that
would be fairly trouble-free to adopt. A
presentation from Brady Sharp, a sales
representative with ENCO Systems,
changed our mind from our original
choice; and we hase found that the folks
at ENCO work constantly to improve
their software. Additionally, their technical support and online community are
great assets.
From the beginning of the project
we knew we wanted an audio-over-1P
solution that would match our goals for
HD Radio broadcast. We chose Axia's
Livewire system due to its compatibility
with so many other vendors as well as its
well-thought-out design. It is adecision
we have never regretted. The Asia software and hardware are top-notch. The
hardware still looks like new after ayear
of heavy use and the audio delivery has
been flawless. Additionally, we found
the combination of their audio delivery
with a new Omnia 6 EXi processor so
improved our audio quality that we had
listeners calling us and telling us that we

KUNV's rack space in the TOC includes Omnia 6EXi and Omnia One processors,
Axia engines and audio nodes, Comrex Access, Arbitron PPM encoders, Public Radio
Satellite System hardware, streaming server/encoders and Mediatouch skimmer.
Also at work is gear from Sage, Broadcast Tools, DaySequerra, QEI, Orban, Moseley
and Befar, among others.
sounded noticeably better.
We also wanted to make sure we
had a recording facility to match our
broadcast facility. We had used an old
broadcast audio board in our old facility and knew we wanted something
more dynamic. We also wanted something that would incorporate a DAW
and would deliver audio-over-IP to the
recording and post-production systems.
We ended up going with a Yamaha
02R board paired to an ADK Quad
Core system with 4 GB of RAM and
Adobe Audition 3 for recording and
editing. The system has a Digigram
LX6464ES interface card that works
with the Yamaha via EtherSound. We
have had trouble acouple times where
the Digigram system lost its settings. but
restoring from abackup is fairly quick
and the quality of recording is light
years beyond what we had before.
It also helps that we paired the sys-

tem to an array of quality microphones.
the topmost of which are a set of Rode
NT2000s. Additionally, we made sure we
provided a high-quality recording environment using aboxed room structure for
the main room, afloating floor for the ISO
booth and air-gapped walls and soundrated doors for all remaining studios.
We wanted to make sure recordings
and live broadcasts sounded as good on
the road as in the studio. For live remote
broadcasts we opted for the Comrex
Access codec system with optional
mixer. The flexibility of connections is
bar-none and the sound quality is exceptional. Since we are in Las Vegas, other
stations periodically call on us to record
conventions, events and interviews. Field
recordings are handled either through an
HP laptop with Adobe Audition and a
Digigram UAX220 USB audio interface
or, for lighter work, aSamson Zoom H4
solid-state digital recorder.
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As we moved towards HD Radio, we
wanted to make sure the quality didn't
break down at the STL. Additionally,
we wanted plenty of bandwidth for
future expansion. We were wary of
operating in the unlicensed space.
We decided to go on aDragonWave
Horizon Compact microwave system
based on arecommendation from Axia
and have found it a solid solution. We
get 300 Mbps throughput and operate in
the 11 GHz licensed range.
HD CONVERSION
Once we had the broadcast and
recording facilities in operation, we
immediately turned our sights on an
HD Radio conversion. Thanks to the
generous support of the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting, along with an
allotment made by UNLV, the funds
were available to move forward quickly.
In our initial proposal for HD conversion, we planned to combine at the
antenna using an ERI dual-input system.
However, in working with American
Tower, who owns our transmitter site,
we found there were no available towers
that would support the antenna and signal protection prevented us from moving to another site without going directional, which was out of consideration.
We therefore had to adopt a low-level
combining solution.

The full-time staff. Front, from Left: Music Director Kim Linz' and Development
Director JoAnn Kittrell Rear: Operations Manager Frank Mueller, Business Manager
Gretchen Rexroad and General Manager David Reese
The floor space in our current transmitter facility is limited and at first we
were unable to find a transmitter that
would fit in the space of the outgoing
Broadcast Electronics 10S; but we found
one through sales representative Ellis
Terry at Nautel. We went with their
NV20 transmitter to allow us up to — 10

A« Ground Systems Co.
www,am roundsystems,com

•
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dB of HD power while running at 10 kW
analog. Not only were we impressed at
their efficiency in combining, but have
been blown away by their remote Web
interface for monitoring and configuration changes. We can change exciters,
input sources and levels all from the
convenience of a browser. Nantel also

SERVICE.

provided our importer and exporter.
Listening to some other HD Radio
stations in various parts of the country
taught us some things we did and some
things we didn't want to do.
First, we wanted to make sure our HD
Radio signal was processed well. Omnia
provided us with their Omnia One processor and we have been pleased with
the sound.
Additionally, we didn't want to have
constant problems with finding out from
a listener that we were out of sync
between our analog and HD signals or
that our PAD was not displaying. We've
been happy with Belar's FM HD monitor
to keep us on track on both fronts.
We also took the opportunity during
the upgrade to add an RDS generator
in the form of a Broadcast Electronics
RDi20.
Finally, we would be remiss if we
failed to mention the great help we
received from Joe Sands and Ray Ragle
with Desert Sands Engineering, Dennis
Todd with Todd Communications and
the folks at Azcar. One major project is
enough of a team effort. Two requires
a crew of true professionals and we
couldn't have asked for better.
Radio World wants to hear about
your new studio or RF facility. Share
your story idea at radioworlde
nbmedia.com.

Fia,F. your AM station lost coverage?

•

Is your AM ground system over 30 years old?

•

Has yotr ground system been damaged or vandalized?

•

Base impedance or DA pattern unstable?

•

DrE,matc system or range changes in wet-to- dry conditions?
Al of the above are indicators of hidden ground
system problerrs that may be reducing your coverage.

REPAIR
SAMPLE, FEED 8 CONTROL LAIE LOCATION, REPLACEMENT e PEPt‘
MON NODELING PREPAR-ITION WC"
SERVING THE TECHNICAL AND CONSTRUCTION NEEDS OF AM BROADCASTERS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

SAMPLE TOROID RETROFIT SOLUTIONS
AND
SAMPLE LINE REPLACEMENT
FOR
METHOD- OF- MOMENTS DA PROOFING

Contact us today for a no
obligation quote on any of our
services.

877-766-2999
eng@amgroundsystems.com

WE EASILY ACCOMMODATE
COMPRESSED
TIME -LINE PROJECTS .

Reliable, On- time Installation
Firm Quotes
Quality Workmanship
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Selling HD Radio on AM/FM Radio
The Spots Promoting Digital Radio Are Fun, But Something's Missing
For over four years now, I've been
entertained by the advertisements created to generate interest in HD Radio.
The ads are often so clever that Ilaugh
out loud. The acting has been consistently excellent. The production quality
has been superb.
Over the years, I've also heard alot of
these ads placed with good frequency in
drive times when most people are tuned
in to AM and FM stations. But something
is missing. While these advertisements
have unquestionably helped pique curiosity about HD Radio, here in 2011 it's
time to take the marketing of HD Radio
to the next level of success.

ledgeadadie7

Few in our industry will argue with
the premise that the reason most people
listen to any kind of radio is to be entertained or informed.
This is precisely what is missing from
the now hundreds of spots that have
been created to promote HD Radio. To
date, the ads I've heard have been too
much about the HD Radio brand and not
enough about what consumers will actually be listening to when they buy anew
HD Radio for the car, home or office.
During 2011, I'm hoping HD Radio
ads will finally tell consumers exactly
what they can hear on HD for free, right
now, in the city where they live.
We must put an end to the notion
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try (clip). Unlike satellite radio, these
stations are free. Get the list of stations
now at HDRadioRaleigh-Dot-Com."
Another approach is to spend the
entire spot on only one format in order
to get those potential listeners really
motivated to make the purchase.
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The website of the HD Digital Radio Alliance lets users find stations by city or state.
The author argues that stations need to create their own local HD Radio websites
that list all stations in their market as well as local retailers who sell receivers.
that if we tell consumers they can hear
"lots of new stations," they will flock
to buy the HD product. The detail communicated this year must be specific. It
has to be accurate. Most importantly, it
must be local.

Let's be specific by naming the actual formats available for free in your
town. Example: "Here in Raleigh on HD
Radio, you can now hear 15 new radio
stations. The music stations include
blues (clip), jazz (clip) and classic coun-
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Don't take achance with your timing needs.
Trust the name broadcasters have counted
on for precision master clocks and timing-

- related products for nearly 40 years—ESE.
,f;Dur products accurately synchronize
Iroadcast operations using achoice of GPS,
' WVVV, Modem, Crystal or line frequency for
affordable, reliable, perfect time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness worldclass timing systems that are designed for
easy installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street
El Segundo, CA 90245
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136

www.ese-web.com

I take you now to the HD Radio
boardroom, where one will find corporate guys debating the validity of this
claim that unique local content can sell
radios.
Suit # 1says, "Lapidus has an interesting idea, but it's too hard to get local
stations to do the ads themselves. Plus,
the local ads won't sound as good as the
national ads we do now."
Suit #2 jumps in with, "People buy
HD Radios because of the superior
sound. If they really care about formats,
they'll go to our corporate website and
find out more about what's in their area."
If Iwere in attendance, Iwould argue
that most stations these days are perfectly capable of cutting great spots themselves — and if HD Radio ran acontest
for the best local ads created by stations
(and perhaps giving HD Radios to the
winners), they'd have lots of excellent
examples to play for the other stations
to influence their creativity accordingly.
Further, the local clusters could take
turns cutting ads for the whole market.
At this point, partisanship in promoting only one cluster's HD stations is
truly counter-productive. We have to
get people in mass numbers to purchase
radios and only then can we compete for
those listeners, which now would be like
fighting over crumbs.
Moving on to Suit #2's claim to the
lure of superior sound, I'd point out that
while fidelity is important to audiophiles,
most listeners would need aside-by-side
comparison in order to tell the difference
between FM and HD, especially in a
noisy car. In the words of an acquaintance, "FM is good enough for me." To
appreciate high-quality audio enough to
buy HD, Joe Listener first has to be able
to envision what he'll be hearing on it.

IDEAS
Imentioned the value of creating a
local HD Radio website, just for your
city. Again, this one site would list all
the stations on HD Radio in your city, not
just those in one cluster. It would also list
local retailers who sell HD Radios.
(continued on page 32)

Think IP Audio is hard? Think again.
Meet the new Axia console system.

IP Audio: Powerful. Flexible. Cost-effective. But configuring the network switch can be time
consuming. Even intimidating. Until now.
Meet the new Axia PowerStation. The first IP console system with the network switch built right
in. In fact, everything's built in. Audio. Logic. DSP engine. Power supply. And that powerful
Ethernet switch for easy expansion. Uses Gigabit to link to other studios. Configuration time?
Minutes, not hours. Nothing new to learn: plug in audio and power - you're ready for air.
Simple, right? It's the fastest, easiest IP Audio ever.
Why compromise? Axia is the most trusted name in IP Audio. Proven reliability in the real world.
With over 2,000 consoles on-air, day after day, 24/7. Speaking of 24/7, Axia provides round the
PowerStation simplifies the IP Audio
console by putting everything you need
in asingle box - including the switch.
Nothing's easier.

clock support ( not that you'll need it). Easy and reliable. But don't just take our word for it;
ask an Axia client. They're not hard to find.

Axia. Easy, risk-free IP.

AxiaAudio.com

Available in the U.S. from BGS: (
352) 622 7700
2o10 7"LS Cmp.
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Can You Do aLot With 0.1 Watt?
Pacifica Station Uses Low- Power AM
To Help Reach Spanish- Language Listeners
BY JAMES CARELESS
Pacifica Radio's Los Angeles station KPFK(FM), airing at 90.7 MHz,
broadcasts in English and Spanish.
Unfortunately for some listeners, though,
the Spanish programming is only aired 9
p.m. to midnight, Mondays to Thursdays.
That's not exactly prime time, especially
in a market that, according to Arbitron,
has 4.6 million Hispanics age 12+.
Ideally, Pacifica Radio would add
a Spanish-only radio station. But even
assuming one were available, Pacifica is
a listener-funded network with significant funding challenges.
This is why KPFK is turning to lowpower AM transmitters to reach Hispanic
neighborhoods in Los Angeles. The plan,
arguably astop-gap, could bring KPFK's
Spanish programming to at least some
Hispanic areas quickly and cheaply.
"With a few LPAM transmitters
and antennas, we can cover MacArthur
Park," says KPFK Program Director
Alan Minsky. "About 50,000 people
work in this area right now. That's abig
audience that can be reached in a very
affordable manner."

NE RULE
Low-power AM is governed under
Part 15 of the FCC rules, in Title 47 of
the Federal Code of Regulations.
According to www.fcc.gov, LPAM
broadcasts are "limited to an effective service range of approximately 200 feet (61
meters) ... These devices must accept any
interference caused by any other operation, which may further limit the effective
service range." LPAM transmitters also
are limited to an output of 0.1 \
yap. and

their antennas cannot exceed 3 meters
in length. (The rules vary somewhat for
carrier current and "leaky coax" systems.)
Though such systems might only
cover a few blocks, they have two big
benefits: they require no license, and they
are relatively inexpensive. For example,
a Hamilton Rangemaster AM1000C
Outdoor Crystal System comes with
a Part 15 LPAM transmitter, antenna,
mount bracket, Belden wire and meter,
all for $850.
1111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111

'The short range of
LPAM coverage allows
us to reuse the same
frequencies.'
"For us, the challenge comes down
to finding locations to mount our LPAM
transmitters/antennas, and locating open
spaces on the AM band," Minsky told
Radio World.
"Fortunately, people are willing to
give us access to building space — these
LPAM units are small and hardly use any
power — and there are lots of open areas
on the AM band, especially because the
short range of LPAM coverage allows
us to reuse the same frequencies around
the city."

THE FEED
KPFK does not have the budget to create aSpanish-only radio service in-house,
but it does have the resources to solve its

STATION SERVICES
1.111n

Find us on FACEBOOK for asteady st ream of SATES TIPS, ROT LEADS, COOL IDEAS and
GRIMM RESOURCIS to help YOU sell more advertising (and YOUR ADVERIISLRS sell more staff)!

Sound Ideas
for Building Businesssm
Radio Features You Call Sell.
:30; : 60 sec. - FREE DEMOS!

GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS:

Sell Rodio?
Join the crowd.

RochoSoles . com

Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David
at 212-378-0400 ext. 511 or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.

Alan Minsky
content problems using the Web.
"Specifically, our plan is to create a
24/7 Spanish-language audio stream,"
Minsky says. "It will feature KPFK's
existing Spanish-language programming,
bolstered by repeats and content drawn
from other sources."
Once the audio stream is available on
the Web, the rest is easy. KPFK installs
LPAM transmitters/antennas in its target
areas, connects each system to a Webconnected PC audio output, and presto:
Instant AM network.
If the site offers antenna locations on
two or more faces of a building, the
PC's audio feed can be shared between
them. Alternatively, if the LPAM site can
receive the KPFK feed off-air on one AM
channel, it can retransmit on another. This
would reduce equipment costs further.

THE PLAN
In November, KPFK was putting
together the content for its Spanishlanguage audio stream. "Once it is up

SELLING HD
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and running, our first goal is to set up
afew LPAM transmitters in the downtown and near-downtown areas of LA."
This said, Pacific Radio's ultimate
goal is to launch afull-powered Spanish
language radio station someday, when
that goal becomes economically feasible.
Minsky acknowledges that L.A. is
too big to even dream of covering it with
an LPAM network.
"We're well aware of how vast
Southern California is," he says. "The
LPAM plan is, at the most, to try to
blanket one or two densely populated
areas — our first target area is not
only aneighborhood with thousands of
residents live; but more importantly, a
neighborhood where tens of thousands
of Spanish language speakers work."
For Pacifica Radio, LPAM offers an
economical if unorthodox venue for serving L.A.'s Spanish-speaking audiences.
"As asocially progressive broadcaster, we offer content to the city's Hispanic
population that no one else has," Minsky
concludes. "We don't have the money
to reach them using HD Radio, which
hasn't had much of asignificant uptake
anyway. But we can do it with LPAM
— and the people we broadcast to have
access to AM radios today."
Radio World e-mailed and called the
station in December and January with
followup questions including the nature
of the antenna, how many transmitters
are planned and whether the first ones
had been employed. We had not heard
back as of press time.
The FCC Office of Engineering and
Technology offers a bulletin on its website, " Understanding the FCC Part
15 Regulations for Low-Power, NonLicensed Transmitters." Find it at www.
fcc.gov/oet/info/documents/bulletins/#63.

references to your new blues radio
channel on the HD Radio dial.

(continued from page 30)

Perhaps you could even get these
local retailers to offer special sales (or
coupons) several times ayear to highlight something special only on local
HD Radio in your city.
Example: "The Permian High game
against Odessa on Friday is available
only on HD Radio. Get your HD
Radio for 30 percent off this weekend
only at The Sound Exchange."
Aside from creating very specific
local ads, here are afew quick promotional thought starters:
1) Create weekend specialty shows on
your AM or FM station that mirror the format of one of your HD
channels. Example: Air atwo-hour
blues show Sunday night on your
classic rock station with lots of

2) Do short segments on your AM or
FM stations that promote one of the
HD formats. Example: "Weather
is now available 24 hours aday on
our new HD Radio station featuring continual live reports from the
National Weather Service."
3) Totally simulcast one of your HD
channels on your AM or FM station for special occasions, continually promoting that the broadcast
is temporary and can be heard fulltime only on HD Radio.
Does HD Radio have afuture? I'm
still astrong believer, but ultimately, it's
the consumer who needs convincing.
The author is president of Lapidus
Media. Contact: marldapiduseverizon.
net.
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Jeff Nalley was named 2010 Farm
Broadcaster of the Year by the National
Association of Farm Broadcasting.
He's farm director at
Cromwell Ag Radio
Network in Nashville,
Tenn. He helped to
start the network and is
sole employee, offering 36 programs daily.
NAFB named two
members to its Hall
of
Fame:
Taylor
Jeff Halley
Brown of Northern
Ag Network in Billings, Mont., and
Gene Millard, broadcaster at KFEQ
Radio in St. Joseph, Mo. Roger Olson
of the National 4-H Council and Denny
Waddle of KRVN/Rural Radio Network
received the Dix Harper Meritorious
Service Award. Haylie Shipp, farm
broadcaster at Northern Ag Network in
Billings, received the Horizon Award
Skip Pizzi was
named director of
digital strategies at the
National Association
of Broadcasters. He
reports to Lynn Claudy,
senior vice president
of science and techSkip Pizzi
nology. Pizzi, former
contributing editor of Radio World, most
recently was technology editor at Radio
Ink magazine and has worked as amedia
technology consultant. He began his technical career at NPR and has worked in
digital media at Microsoft Corp.
Greater Media promoted Jennifer
Williams to director of
interactive marketing of
the company's 23 radio
properties. She was
director of interactive
marketing at its Detroitbased stations. Prior she
was marketing director
Jennifer Williams
for WCSX(FM).
Orban promoted
David Coggins to
director of manufacturing. He's been
engineering product
manager since 2007.
He has experience in
mechanical and electrical design, CAD David Coggins
design, document control, test procedure
and project management. He's based in
Scottsdale, Ariz., and worked at Arizona
Instrument LLC as adesign engineer and
project leader prior to joining Orban.
WideOrbit
Inc.
named
Dan
Ackerman as general manager of WO
Central, an online marketplace for agencies and advertisers to purchase ad inventory from WideOrbit stations and networks. The company also added two
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State," said Board Chair Theresa
Underwood. Reilly was the trade
association's first full-time executo the support team for its WO
tive director; he joined in 1979.
Automation for Radio line. Phil
The National Federation
Kelly returns after an 18-month
of Community Broadcasters
absence and Andy Salive came
named Doug Mitchell as projon board. Both were with Clear
ect manager for the African
Joseph A. Reilly
Channel Communications.
American Public Radio Station
The New York State Broadcasters
service grant funded by The Corporation
Association said Joseph A. Reilly will
for Public Broadcasting. The project is
step down as president in June. "Since takintended to help 28 stations in training,
ing over the reins he has helped transform
community engagement, local programthis association into amajor and respectming, licensee relations, development
ed player in the affairs of New York
and other areas.

Kent Dimon was named director of
licensing by Aphex, working with General
Manager Rick McClendon, Product
Development Manager Jim Bailey, CEO
David Wiener and COO Robin Sibucao.
SPX Communication Technology
(formerly Dielectric) said Hans Dahlén
joined as international sales manager for
the European, Asian and African regions.
He is based in Sweden. He worked
at Exir Broadcasting and Telecom AB,
where he was general manager for the
broadcast division and coordinated product research and development, budgeting, production, sales and support.

THE ART OF

INTEGRATION
PICTURE THE POSSIBILITIES

The seamless distribution of content produced to inform and entertain audiences
around the corner — or across the globe — in any number of formats. This is
,,/the art of integration.
Experience the gallery of innovation that is the NAB Show - and let your
next masterpiece take shape. Here you'll find the technologies to reach
more consumers at home, work or play; solutions to redefine how you
engage your audience and enhance the listener experience; network tools
to expand your community beyond the reach of terrestrial broadcast; and
the asset management know-how to build new revenue streams and drive
business forward. Learn more and register at www.nabshow.com.
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"
www.nabshow.com

•

Get afree code reader at getscanlife.com.

e

Visit the NAB Show online gallery to view the entire
collection of Integration-inspired paintings.
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-Where

Content Comes to Life

Conferences April 9-14, 2011 • Exhibits April 11-14
Las Vegas Convention Center • Las Vegas, Nevada USA
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'Stop the Analogue Radio Switch Off!'
The United States isn't the only
country where a digital transition has
caused strong feelings. Imagine how the
debate would be going in the U.S. if an
analog service " sunset - were suggested.
The U.K. has proposed 2015 as a
target date for a switch- off for analog broadcasting. but it also established
numerous preconditions based upon certain levels of receiver penetration. digital
radio listening levels, availability of incar and other mobile receivers, robustness
of coverage area. etc. Analog radio fans
have been quick to paint the 2015 date as
afi mi switch-off date: the British government has stated that switchover is dependent upon public uptake of the technology.
Despite the preconditions set for a2015
analog sunset. and ageneral consensus that
those preconditions will not be met, there
is some vocal opposition to the target date.
The commentary shown here appeared in a
recent issue of the British Vintage Wireless
Society's bulletin. a quarterly publication.
It was written by the group's Mike Barker.
("MP - means member of Parliament,
"Ofcom - is short for the regulatory body
Office of Communications.)
I..earn more about the BVWS at www.
brw.r.org.uk.

isappointing
ucho
roadcast
This is acall for all members to
put pen to paper and send the UK
Government aStrong Clear Signal!
Iam asking you to write aletter to your local
MP and lobby them to halt the plans for the
Analogue radio switch off which is targeted for
2015. This is atotally unnecessary move to
force the change to digital radio without any
real benefit to anyone other than the failing
DAB radio industry and profitless commercial
broadcasters. We cannot prevent the eventual
switchover, but we can make it clear that this is
neither the time to do it, nor the correct system
to use. Below are the most salient points that
you should make very clear in your letter.
Ofcom research shows that 4 out of 5
listeners are happy with current choice of
analogue stations and audio quality.
Power consumption of DAB receivers is
much higher. Typically an AM/FM radio
will give 375 hours of listening on batteries
costing £6where asimilar quality DAB
radio only gives 32 hours at acost of £9.
This is an unacceptable increase in listening
cost for everyone and especially those on
low incomes and pensions and increases
the cost of responsible battery disposal.
It is also true to say that mains powered
DAB receivers are more power hungry.
The DAB system used in the UK is now
obsolescent with only two other European
countries using it. Any digital broadcasting
should be using DAB+ with the more efficient
MC codec instead of MP2 of the 1980's.
FM on good equipment will always beat
DAB for sound quality without annoying

"drop-outs" and background " bubbling
mud" noises. FM works well in large built-up
areas and when in vehicles. DAB requires
many extra smaller relay transmitters to
give the same coverage as FM or AM.
Massive cost to consumers to replace
the approx 150 Million perfectly good
working receivers with inferior sound
quality DAB receivers that suffer from
amultitude of reception problems.
Recycling of analogue receivers will
only cover modern portables, the
rest will be confined to land-fill.

The Government are actively looking for
ways to reduce spending so halt the building
of new transmitters which will cost ahuge
amount of money to get full nationwide
coverage, when the house of Lords report on
digital broadcasting in the UK states that FM
transmitters can be maintained fully for the next
20 years for £200 Million which is less than 20
pence per person each year saving listeners
millions not having to buy new equipment.
Millions of listeners using built in vehicle
receivers will be lost because of inadequate
mobile DAB reception and no mass-produced
cars yet include DAB receivers fitted as
standard, and are not likely to for years to come.
You should write as apersonal protest in
respect to your own personal situation and
how it will affect you and not as avintage
wireless collector, nor as aBVWS protest.
The BNANS Committee will be sending
aletter directly to the Prime Minister
with these points and many more.
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BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

RADIOWORLD

STOP

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

AM RADIO INTERFERENCE

BUY - SELL - TRADE
Your # 1Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
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vvith aplug-in modem/telephone RF filter from.

KY Filter Company

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry

3010 Grinnel Place

would be glad to help you with any of your requirements.

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com

Davis, CA 95618

Or call and we will fax it to you.

(530) 757-6873

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • E-mail: sales@baycountry.com

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

ACOUSTICS

Acoustics First
-53111G i9110
lb"-.'ree
Melee

MINA SUMP

888-765-2900
1•.1

1
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Wanted: old analog automation equip, filters and EQ, tube
amps, reel to reel, cart machines
and parts. Pacific NW area. 503493-2983.
COMPLETE FACILITIES

I

NEW OR USED
S
COMPLETE PACKAGES

ANTENNAS/TOWERS
WANT TO SELL
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM Tower Signs
Tower Registration Signs

Standard & Custom Designs

STUDIO/STLJTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio

S

Guy Mre Protectors - Antenna Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Ask for free catalog
6104513-8418
www.antennalD.corn

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)
WANT TO BUY
Teletronix
LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild 660's
& 670's, any Pultec EQ's & any
other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST - 2147387873 or sixtiesradio@yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY DJ, is a
L•nux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS
hit the vocal), create a shell,
live assist, exact time events,
loin satellite feeds, automated
temperature announce, do unattended remote events and more.
Call (406) 679-0527 or email
krws@digitaldevelopment.net
for acopy today.

HIGH ENERGY CERAMIC
CAPACITORS

WANT TO BUY

CONSOLES/MIXERS/
ROUTERS
WANT TO BUY
ADM ( Audio Designs &
Manufacturing) 70's era consoles and parts. agrunwel@
twcny.rr.com or www.FLREC.
corn.
MICROPHONES/
HEADPHONES/
SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on-air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
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For more
information, ask

David at 615-776-1359
dcarson@nbmedia.com

WORLD
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL

P
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Mond..on st. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:

CGoodrich@tconl.com

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

www.ky-filters.com

5674 II ' ammo Kea]
(..$11 ,1,u1

Model AM- 1is for AM Broadcast Bard radio interference.
Model RF1is for Short Wave, Ham Radio, CB etc.

Andrew Heliax RG-322/U;
435' H.18- 50B ( 3-1/8" ai ,);
spooled pressurized nitro, no
splices, 5 yrs old. M Murrey,
W1MC Radio, 715-234-2131 x.
22 or tkcinc2000@yahoo.com.
WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, At.clio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audioN Igra gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast and recording gear, amplifiers, processing, radio or mixing consoles, microphones, etc.
Large lots preferred. Pickup or
shipping can be discussed. 443854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.cam.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco
Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF

Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925 284 5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.

f- a,

Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
REMOTE & MICROWAVE

SWE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes
Zephyrs
POTS Codees
RF/Audio Gear

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps
STL's
Test Equipment

RECORDING &

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL

Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

01,01 410 475 ,)

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: Dan@
WIECradio.org.
WIRE AND CABLE,
AUDIO — RF

If we don't have it, we will get it:
SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY

sum-

Cahlorma 421111/1

7601 1;0 1420

AM
Station
in
Rome,
NY, $ 100K, FM xlators in
Jacksonville, NC, Taylorsville,
IL Hopkinsville, KY. mraley@
bbnmedia.org.

WANT TO BUY
Used 900-1000 ft, no spliced
5/8" 17 or equal air Heliax.
Contact Metro Broadcasters,
214-533-2610.

.UPRDWORLD
Equipment Exam ige
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ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY AND THEN SOME!

J

Call David C

all the

12-378-040
t. 51
dearsongnbmedia.tom
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Submit your listings to: dcarson(Wnbmedia.com

POWER TUBES

TEL: 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: +1-530-666-7760

vAymeconco.com

1/2 THE COST
OF NEW!

MN

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES

TRANSCOM CORPORATION

C Electronics

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Transmitters and Broadcast Equipment for Radio & Television
Used FM Transmitters
500

Watt

3.5+1.75
3.5
4
14+5
20
21.5
25
27.5
35

2007

KW HD 2007
KW
2007
KW
2007
KW HD 2005
KW
2005
KW
2004
KW
1986
KW
1988
KW
1998

Crown FM500T, with internal stereo
generator and tri band processor,
solid state.
BE FMi301. solid state
Harris ZX3500, solid state
BE FM4C, solid state
BE Fmi1405 ( IBOC), solid state
BE FM20S, solid state
Continental 816R- 2C, solid state IPA
Harris FM25K, solid state IPA
Continental 816R-4B, solid state IPA
Continental 816R- 5C, solid state IPA

I =E

MOSFETS. VACUUM CAPACITORS SOCKETS

ee

eiee
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Se Habla Español

IJ-ARRIS
New TV Transmitters- Analog and Digital
OMB, Pineapple and Technalogix
VHF and UHF
TV Antennas
(10 W to 10 KW)
TV sTL

'Motorola • Toshiba • SOS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

rfp@rfparts.cêrm

S
OFF THE MR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals

equipment here!

www.rfparts.corn

Made in U.S.A.

5844 Hamline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•A:ski .A1,NCE Appluations

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040

815-77e-13» • dearaestOrebmedia.oem

PRAM AVNIFINT

"You Know We Know Radio" S

POSITIONS WANTED

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

V 50IN RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters

Are you a small market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the Los Angeles area? Iwill make your station shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/Part-time/
Contract work. Available immediately. Mitchell Rakoff, 917-3248466 mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is available for shows, correspondent,
features, etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com for samples.
Call 214-384-5812 or email: adam@rubbinsracingshow.com.

V Perfect for LPFM, Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyetectronics.com

ramsey

800-446-2295
In Our 36th Year!

Quick, witty, smart, creative, enthusiastic, skilled and
driven On-Air/Sports guy seeking team to help your organization win! Digital production, copywriting, tight boards. Clif,
817-770-2098 or clif.foster@yahoo.com.

CALL 800-414-8823
lnt'l ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988
Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
=••
Ce.ten "
or.. Pone...lad...eon
16111111 01.1.1

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies • Tower Detuning
•Pre- Purchase Inspections • lntermodulation Studies
•ANSI and NRSC Measurements • Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurement ,
•' \. 1Directional Array, Design, Tuning and Proof using Method of Moments
Fax ( 651) 784-7541

E
mail: jnfoeowleng.com

"Member AFCCV

Contact David for details at
FM Exciters - STE -

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Consulting Communications Engineers

Etiripassat &Mae
in the habit

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Worldwide Availability

OWL ENGINEERING. INC.

•

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

760-744-0700

CONSULTANTS

RETUNING & TESTING AVAILABLE • CALL US FOR A QUOT

of selling your used

We Export

IMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA

www.fmamtv.com • E-mail: transcomefmamtv.com

"BEE"

°tee
sibet

ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping

00-737-2787

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX. + 1-215-938-7361

CCA AM 10,000 D - Call John
KQSS 928-595-0263 between
10 & 6PM Pacific Time.

Pe

ProTek'

RF PARTS - CO.

131-ORDCRST

Exciters & Miscellaneous Eauioment

WANT TO SELL

...em a «I"

To Order: 1-800-881-2374 • Outside U.S. (352)592-7800 • Se Habla Español

Lontlizeztal Deep/tie-5

Used AM Transmitters

'New' 30W Synthesized exciters
(2008) BE FM100C exciter, new, never used!
BE EXi250 FM & HD exciter with ENGINE card
BE XPi 10, HD Generator
Bird Wattmeter with Elements
Orban Optimods 8200, 8100XT, 8100A
BE FC30, SCA Generator

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

Please visit our website,
www.fmamtv.com, for additional listings.

crown
Please see our web site for acurrent listing

An International Dish ibutor oF RF Components

GRAHAM BROCK, INC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSLLTANI ,
Full service From Allocation to
operation AM/FM/TV/Al It ,SrrxkcFirkl Work: Antenna and
Facilities Design
(),wr 45 years engineering
and con:stating eAperienee

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
www.grahambrock.com

•AM, FM and TV coverage
predictions and upgrade studies
•Broadcast transmission facility
design
•FCC applications preparation
•Contact Clarence il. Beverage or
Laura M. Allzrabl for addi l
i
(( nal
information

j
\ Communications Technologie,
bela Frequencv.oacloan Engateenng

PO Hoy 1140. Marlin, Ni 0804 t
856) 984-00 — • Fax OHS),) 084 >112
klt
wet . commtechrf.con:

Doug Vernier

Teter MIIRIMiliCAII081 Consultants

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948
9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Mullaney
13011921-0115
lingincering. Inc.
Fax130115969151
ISembet AF(CT

mullaneyernullengr corn

FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr Service on transmitting tubes &
sooltehiparts, new S. rebuilt call Goodrich
Ent or 402 493 1886 day or night,
www.goodrichenterprises.com

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANVFM/TV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction

FCC application preparation

c•ft
PC
NPSofterre'fo=your
(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

yoU'RE ii

THE RIGHT
PLACE!
RADIO

OMNI

Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

For more information,
call David Carson at
615-776-1359

OPINION

RADIOWORLD

Radio World Talkback
"I've been in radio for 30 years and
have even developed afew processing circuits of my own, but Iwould
have to say that this is the best article on audio processing Ihave ever
read. It distills acomplex process into
understandable terms which are quite
accurate, but still simplified enough
to be clear. Well done!"
— On "Compressors: Often Used But
Often Misunderstood," by Dave Moulton.
See www.radiovvorld.com/article/95130

0
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Continents shown were posted by readers to stories that
appear at radioworld.cont.

"I understand your
frustration and
agree that public
tax funding of NPR
results in asuffocating status quo
conformity control.
But as long as public broadcasting stays on the teat of public tax-dollar funding they will suffer this control by arrogant
central planners. The tax dollar funding needs to
be ended, not relocated. NPR more appropriately
stands for National Progressive Radio. Regardless
of the slant, the people's tax dollars should not be
used to support broadcasting of aparticular political religion, left or right. So why
is this sacred leftist cow protected? Put it
out in the field with the rest of the mastitic
radio cows about to be sent to the technoobsolescent slaughterhouse."

S

çfN

npr.org

20 dleS

Threshold t‘ , 20 dril S

Audio Signal.

1111 ,111lIde

compressed

tune

"The first EAS system was never implemented properly and for all intents and purpose.
never really worked. The new version will end up the same way, an ineffective system
that puts aburden on broadcasters with no benefit to the public. CAP is another bureaucratic boondoggle. - on "Abbott: We Need More Information," see www.radioworld.com/article/111394

— on Pete Simon 'scommentary
"NPR Should Look Beyond the Beltway,"
see www.radioworld.com/article/111576

"It makes sense to put an AM daytimer on an FM translator for EAS alone!
Come on FCC, be smart, put this translator on the air as asimulcast of the
local daytimer AM station!"

it Share

— on N.J. AM Station Loses Second Translator Appeal."
The station had hoped to use the translator to add nighttime service.
See www.radioworld.com/article/107500
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àRW covers the practical technology of my professiop.
Toss in afew handy tips, with alittle nostalgia and
humor. My essential read.
Greg Charles Man frai
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OPINION

It's aNew Day for the Radio Dial
A Historic Victory, and the Road

interference is reported outside
the protected contour of a fullservice station.
In the end, LPFM advocates
supported the legislation despite
each processing cap,
planning to dismiss
this requirement, because we
all but 10 applicaknow from the experience of
tions from each applitranslators that this hypotheticant for translators.
cal interference is unlikely. We
Unfortunately, engiplan to work with LPFM stations,
neering
simulations
full-power stations and the FCC
by the public interto ensure that interference comest group Common
plaints are resolved to everyone's
Frequency show that
satisfaction without forcing comthe current " 10 cap" 'After 10 years of
munity stations off the air.
would be disastrous. jumping through hoops
The law also states that LPFM
As currently designed. in D.C., low- power
stations will remain secondary to
full-power stations.
the cap would still give radio is ready to take
most channels in big the show on the road.'
However, FCC interpretation
cities to translators. LPFM backers protested of secondary status includes some
In fact, one applicant outside NAB headquaragency discretion to resolve concould end up with 10 ters shortly before the
flicts between low- and full-pownew translators in the legislation passed.
er stations. The FCC guarantees
same city, with not a
some protections to low-power
single channel left for community groups.
stations encroached by full-power stations
It would be tragic if the FCC's response
that move into their signal range.
to the translator problem inadvertently
For example, encroaching stations must
ends LPFM's new day before it begins.
warn LPFMs about their move, assist with
We're open to any idea that preserves
engineering solutions and help with costs
LPFM availability in cities, but the easiest
if LPFMs must change locations.
way to follow the law's intent would be
Encroachment affects nearly all
to process LPFM applications first, prior
LPFM stations, but with continued proto those of translators. This way, local
tections for displaced stations (and stroncommunities with aneed for low-power
ger support for shortspaced ones), the
radio have achance to say so, before their
vast majority will survive unscathed.
hometown airwaves get turned over to
non-local translators.
CLOSING THE LOCAL OWNERSHIP LOOPHOLE
Despite the FCC's intentions to make
MARY, MARY, SECONDARY
LPFM a truly local service, giant netFor decades, full-power FM stations
works have gamed the system, operating
and FM translators have used the "conhundreds of stations that have no local
tour method" to locate their stations, a
presence. These networks put a local
technique that accounts for topography
organization's name on the license and
when finding available channels.
then set up a transmitter in a closet to
To create opportunities for LPFMs
broadcast syndicated programming piped
in cities, the FCC will need to use this
in by satellite 24/7.
industry-standard method, rather than
Although technically legal, this scam
only allowing the distance-spacing methkeeps the genuinely local groups — for
od as they did in the first round of LPFM
whom this service was created — off the
licensing 10 years ago.
airwaves. To close the loophole, LPFM
The new law authorizes this, giving
stations should be required to produce a
a green light to the FCC's practice of
reasonable amount of local programming.
granting second-adjacent waivers when an
New LPFM licenses will be scarce,
LPFM can demonstrate that interference is
particularly in urban areas. They should
not predicted. Congress rejected the NAB's
be given to broadcasters who can fulfill
attempts to narrow the FCC's authority to
the service's potential: local organizagranting only "limited" waivers. Instead,
tions serving local communities with
the language of the new law gives the
locally produced programming.
FCC broad discretion to offer waivers on
So even after this historic victory,
the basis of "all relevant factors, including
there's still alittle work ahead. But when
terrain-sensitive propagation models." i.e.,
it's done, we expect a radio landscape
the modern contour allocations method
that's more interesting, more just and
used by all other broadcasters.
more relevant to more people. After 10
LPFM stations operating under these
years of jumping through hoops in D.C.,
waivers accept the same obligations to
low-power radio is ready to take the
remediate interference complaints as
show on the road.
translators, shutting down until interferComment on this or any article. Write
ence complaints are resolved, even if that
to radioworlde nbmedia.com.

Ahead for Low- Power Radio
BY BRANDY DOYLE
The author is policy director of the
Prometheus Radio Project, which advocates for low-power community radio.
After three runs in Congress and 10
years of mounting grassroots pressure, the
Local Community Radio Act was signed
into law on Jan. 4. Radio lovers, would-be
independent broadcasters and communities without access to local media are
celebrating anew day for the radio dial.
Low-power stations save lives during
emergencies, like WQRZ(LP) in Bay St.
Louis, Miss., did in Hurricane Katrina, or
KYGT(LP) did during a2003 snowstorm
in Idaho Springs, Colo. They give voice
to underserved groups, like the Hmong
community programs on KRBS(LP) in
Oroville, Calif., or the disability community show on WSCA(LP) in Portsmouth,
N.H. And they bring young people to
the art of radio, like the "at-risk" youth
on KKDS(LP) in Eureka, Calif., or the
Radio Palante teen programmers on
WCOM(LP) in Carrboro, N.C.
Above all, low-power radio is participatory, making this service as creative and
diverse as our communities themselves.
The new legislation repeals restrictions on low-power FM radio imposed
by the Radio Broadcest Preservation Act
of 2000. That earlier law, backed by the
National Association of Broadcasters,
restricted the FCC from allocating LPFM
stations on third-adjacent channels, and
the new law removes these restrictions.
Although this will allow the FCC to
finally begin licensing LPFM stations
again, the law alone won't bring community radio to the cities that have been
waiting for all these years. Back at the
FCC, there are afew more hoops for lowpower radio to jump through.
THE GREAT TRANSLATOR INVASION
The new law won't accomplish much
if the FCC follows through with aflawed
plan that could unintentionally give away
most open channels to FM translators.
The plan is aimed at saving channels
for LPFM. but new data shows it will
do the opposite. How did this happen?
When thousands of translator applications flooded a2003 auction, threatening
to fill all remaining open spectrum on
the FM band, the FCC froze the auction.
They wanted to find asolution that would
preserve channels for LPFM and avoid
an unprecedented transfer of radio spectrum to speculators and mega-networks.
To solve the problem, the FCC tentatively settled on a 10-applications-
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Nautel offers the industry's broadest portfolio of digital/analog said- state
transmitters including lkW to 2001(W MW and 300W to 88kW FM
models. Outstanding reliability, clabal presence, efficiency and exceptional
support have resulted in more than 8000 Nautel transmitter deployments
in 176 ccuntries. Expect more f
om Naut21.

NAUTEL AUI
(ADVANCED USER INTRFACE)

Making Digital Radio Work.
See what more looks like a+ nautel.com/expectmore/
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"I am giving the Vorsis development team aBIG
thumbs up as this product stands out as avery
SUPERIOR audio processor design."
"This processor is amazing!"
"I have the HO output feeding our web stream
encoder, and two national program hosts at
remote locations in the US have told us your audio stream sounds incredible!"
"I can say that the Vorsis processor does NOT
sound like the " O"ther guys! It sounds far better
and has avery unique ' signature'. Ireally, really
like how this processor sounds! Every other station in the market sounds like crunched up FM
radio while our station is loud now and yet it still
has " life" with CD quality dynamics and punch."

"If the Vorsis that Iheard while you were testing processors last night is your final air chain
(it was) it might just be the cleanest and best
sounding FM I've heard since...well, forever.
Great work!"

"What an amazing difference in sound quality!!!
This is abrand new FM station and comparing it
to the other new station in town using the Other
brand of processor our client is louder, cleaner,
and even legal. Wheatstone definitely has awinner here with Vorsis."

"We've used your product close to ayear now
and its just out of this world. When we put the
Vorsis box online our audience noticed the difference instantly and started calling asking
questions like 'What's going on? What did you
all do? Your sound is clear, crisp, and bright and
the audio sound level is great now!!!"
"The music sounds great, and this box can be
tweaked to anyone's preference. There is alot
to discover in this machine but our single biggest achievement has been achieving the clearest, cleanest 'voice' I
have ever heard come from
an FM processor."
"I am extremely impressed with the unit's capabilities and how well it performs with our NPR
talk/Classical format."
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"Love the box!!! Overall the sound of the station
is vastly improved. It's loud, wide and clear."

_re

"Your equalizers are actually useful and unlike
other processors do not grunge-up the sound
merely by enabling them."
"Finally! A processor that deals effectively and
transparently with overly-sibilant announcers
and audio levels that usually go all over the
place! (Iespecially love the tweak-able multiband thresholds!)!"
•

"You have to be kidding! Ihave NEVER heard FM
audio sound this good, this detailed, this smooth,
this clean, and this loud (how did you do it???).
Very nice work!"

ni

"The high' end of this processor is very open
sounding — there is no fake " sparkle" with the
HF EO either. Perfectly clean and natural sound.
And did Imention LOUD?"

phone 1.252.638-7000

"Our signal used to virtually disappear in downtown New York when we went on night pattern
because of the extremely high level of manmade noise. Now when we're on night pattern
our coverage in downtown is actually better than
when we are on day pattern, the other brand
of audio processor and a10X higher powered
transmitter! We're buying asecond one to put on
our daytime transmitter!"

II

"The SST algorithm is the least audible of ANY
processor Ihave ever had experience with. I'm
not sure how you did it or exactly how it works
but its automatic " leveling" is excellent — no preprocessing whatsoever is necessary with SST."

www.vorsis.com Isales@wheatstone.com

"This is agreat sound and we are so, so pleased
with our new Vorsis on-air processor." You just
threw down the gauntlet to the processing industry with this new unit! Nobody can match a
sound this loud, this clean, and this unique! Now
everybody gets to chase after us for a while.
Thanks Vorsis!!"
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Just wait until they get
their hands on AirAuram

WHEATSTONE

"Your Sweet Spot Technology AGC has the most
invisible gain correction that Ihave EVER heard
in ANY on air processor. Listeners have been
calling to compliment us on the improvement in
our on air sound."

eà

Real Comments From
Real Users About Vorsis

"I've listened to the station since the first few
days after the format flip (which was amonth
ago yesterday), and the one thing Inotice most
is that the new Vorsis processor's audio quality
is always terrific, regardless of the source material."

"Thanks for agreat sounding box that makes us
sound bigger than the so called big stations!"
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"I guess the only word for Vorsis is 'WOW.' It's
got some great bottom end, and it's more transparent than any processor I've heard."
"The fiGC/Compressor/SST combination is
simply amazing. We play classical CDs. Older
classical CDs were mastered at amuch lower
level than current ones. Announcers don't compensate and never will. Your processor is able
deal with what amounts to probably 40-45d8
(or more) *average* level variations and hold
them perfectly in the sweet spot with virtually
no squashing, pumping, sucking, or other usually
audible artifacts of such wide range level control. In short it does its job perfectly every time."
"This box sounds much better than any other
processor Ihave ever tried. Ever!"
"I love classic rock and it's the program format
on the station that Iown. No other processor
that I've tried (and Ithink I've tried them all!)
sounds as good on this format. We're nice and
loud and still cleaner than the other stations in
the market. We were surprised to hear the intentional dynamics of songs actually get on the
air — other processors just flatten them out or
turn them into asea of mush. For the first time
ever we're also hearing subtle nuances in songs
that we used to think we knew every single note
of. What an amazing air sound! No.... What an
amazing processor!!"

"Why haven't the other audio processor companies been able to make an AM box that sounds
this good? Ican't think of apositive superlative
that sbig enough to describe how pleased Iam
with our AM sound now. Our coverage seems to
have increased by quite abit too!!
"Our multipath is Gone! GONE! As an engineer I
have difficulty believing aprocessor can make
this much difference in apparent coverage area
but the listening is the proof. We've had several
listeners call and comment that their reception
has greatly improved and even I've noticed vast
improvements when driving through what were
previously horribly multi-path prone areas. I'm
not sure why, but it sure does work!!"
"This box has great metering and excellent analytical tools — you get good visual indication of
everything that is happening inside."
"The unit's stability has been flawless, not even
atiny glitch. We have it set up to time-sync and it
works great. The scheduler-based (and SILENT!!)
preset switching is perfect! Unit sounds very
accurate sonically and is very easy to set-up."
"We are now VERY unique in our audio. Cornpared to other stations in the market, we are
as loud yet maintain legal modulation tat least
4stations. in our market run with 130%+ modulation). We're not "squashed" sounding at all
and if you compare us with the other stations
(all formats) we're clearly adynamic and clean
stand-out signal on the dial now."

NOTE: We aren't naming names because everyone who is reaping the rewards of sounding better appreciates their anonymity (with respect to the competition). We won't blow your cover, either.

